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Preface

This book introduces architects and designers to using Unity for Architectural Visualization. Unity is gaining popularity as a versatile and accessible game authoring system. You get a condensed overview of the workflow between typical architectural design applications and how 3D models exported from those systems can be integrated in real-time environments.

This book takes mostly a hands-on approach and explains the exact steps that are required to complete several aspects of the setup of an interactive, real-time scene. Even though a single introductory book cannot cover everything, you get a complete overview, from the import of 3D models, over improving materials and lighting, up to the writing of several example scripts to add custom interactivity.

While many architects currently rely primarily on traditional 2D drawings and, to a lesser extent, renderings or animations, there is a growing interest in real-time presentations. Led by the development of increasingly complex computer games, many users are familiar with real-time 3D environments. This book cannot possibly teach you how to create a full computer game, but focuses instead on the most important features of computer games to develop compelling, interactive scenes for the so-called serious games.

Luckily for you, the reader, such technology has become very accessible and available without any financial investment. Unity is at the forefront of a new generation of game engines, which rival traditional commercial turnkey systems, such as the Unreal Engine or CryEngine. Interestingly, these other systems have also become more accessible in recent years, probably not by coincidence.

With the examples in this book, you can present to your clients or friends an interactive visit to your own designs and increase your presentation potential.
What this book covers

Chapter 1, *An Integrated Unity Workflow*, introduces the main concepts of Unity and how it integrates with CAD and BIM software. The concept of Assets and model loading is explained and several recommendations are made about model conversion and file formats to use. This is the most theoretical chapter in the book.

Chapter 2, *Quick Walk Around Your Design*, explains a complete example going from exporting a 3D model up to adding lighting and navigation, so you can run around freely with very little effort. The following chapters revise these techniques in more detail.

Chapter 3, *Let There be Light!* shines some light on the scene. You learn about the use of different light sources and shadow calculations. To avoid the heavy burden of real-time shadows, you’ll use the Lightmapping technique to bake lights and shadows on the model, from within Unity.

Chapter 4, *Promenade Architecturale*, explains how you can navigate a 3D character from a third-person perspective. In addition, you will use a second camera to display a mini-map and add overlay information on the screen.

Chapter 5, *Models and Environment*, discusses the use of models imported from the internet, and the setup of a basic landscape with a custom tree and a skybox environment. There is also an important section on model optimization and performance improvements.

Chapter 6, *Shaders and Textures*, further dresses up the model. You’ll learn about the difference between some of the default shaders and how to integrate an example glass shader. To improve the quality of materials, you will load higher-quality texture maps and experiment with procedural textures.

Chapter 7, *Full Control with Scripting*, introduces the Unity scripting system and its different scripting languages. We can extend projects with custom functionality writing a few basic short scripts. Some programming experience is helpful, but the examples written in C# are fairly simple and reusable.

What you need for this book

To learn about Unity, you can use any recent version of the Unity game authoring software. This book was written using the free version of Unity 4.2, but the majority of the examples work fine in the previous version, 3.5, of the software. It doesn't matter if you are a Mac or PC user, as they are treated equally by Unity.

Some examples illustrate functionality of the Pro version. To be honest, they were illustrated with the free 30-day trial that you can activate from your free license.
During the writing of the book, two very important updates to Unity became available: the inclusion of the basic iOS and Android add-ons for every Unity license and the addition of real-time shadows in the free version (since release 4.2). Who knows what newer updates will offer…

In addition, you'll need a 3D CAD or Building Information Modeling (BIM) system, such as AutoCAD, ArchiCAD, Revit, Rhino, or SketchUp. Trial-versions are available for all these applications, but chances are that if you are reading this book, you'll be familiar with at least one of them. The examples are elaborated using ArchiCAD and CINEMA 4D, but the concepts translate well to other systems, such as 3ds Max or Maya.

Finally, it is always good to know how to use Photoshop, GIMP or similar image editors.

**Who this book is for**

This book is primarily written for students and professional architects who know how to model buildings in 3D and have a need to turn their designs into interactive models, even if you never used Unity before.

To be fair, this book is not an introduction to professional game level development, as the methods for highly performing optimized models are often in conflict with the approach of architectural modeling and the constant need for including design changes. The way an architect creates a 3D model of a building is completely different from how a game designer would approach it, for example, using mesh topology optimization, texture atlas editing, or UV unwrapping, applied in non-CAD or BIM software.

Experience with visualization software and programming in any language can be helpful, but is not required to follow along. You will learn all the basics with the step-by-step examples.

**Conventions**

In this book, you will find a number of styles of text that distinguish between different kinds of information. Here are some examples of these styles, and an explanation of their meaning.

Code words in text are shown as follows: "To react on collisions with a trigger, we use the `OnTriggerEnter` method."
A block of code is set as follows:

```csharp
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
public class loadLevel : MonoBehaviour {
    public string level;
    void Example () {
        Application.LoadLevel(level);
    }
}
```

When we wish to draw your attention to a particular part of a code block, the relevant lines or items are set in bold:

```csharp
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
public class loadLevel : MonoBehaviour {
    public string level;
    void Example () {
        Application.LoadLevel(level);
    }
}
```

**New terms and important words** are shown in bold. Words that you see on the screen, in menus or dialog boxes for example, appear in the text like this: "clicking the **Next** button moves you to the next screen".

![Warnings or important notes appear in a box like this.](image)

![Tips and tricks appear like this.](image)

**Reader feedback**

Feedback from our readers is always welcome. Let us know what you think about this book – what you liked or may have disliked. Reader feedback is important for us to develop titles that you really get the most out of.

To send us general feedback, simply send an e-mail to feedback@packtpub.com, and mention the book title via the subject of your message.

If there is a topic that you have expertise in and you are interested in either writing or contributing to a book, see our author guide on [www.packtpub.com/authors](http://www.packtpub.com/authors).
Customer support
Now that you are the proud owner of a Packt Publishing book, we have a number of things to help you to get the most from your purchase.

Downloading the example code
You can download the example code files for all Packt Publishing books you have purchased from your account at http://www.packtpub.com. If you purchased this book elsewhere, you can visit http://www.packtpub.com/support and register to have the files e-mailed directly to you.

Errata
Although we have taken every care to ensure the accuracy of our content, mistakes do happen. If you find a mistake in one of our books—maybe a mistake in the text or the code—we would be grateful if you would report this to us. By doing so, you can save other readers from frustration and help us improve subsequent versions of this book. If you find any errata, please report them by visiting http://www.packtpub.com/submit-errata, selecting your book, clicking on the errata submission form link, and entering the details of your errata. Once your errata are verified, your submission will be accepted and the errata will be uploaded on our website, or added to any list of existing errata, under the Errata section of that title. Any existing errata can be viewed by selecting your title from http://www.packtpub.com/support.

Piracy
Piracy of copyright material on the Internet is an ongoing problem across all media. At Packt Publishing, we take the protection of our copyright and licenses very seriously. If you come across any illegal copies of our works, in any form, on the Internet, please provide us with the location address or website name immediately so that we can pursue a remedy.

Please contact us at copyright@packtpub.com with a link to the suspected pirated material.

We appreciate your help in protecting our authors, and our ability to bring you valuable content.

Questions
You can contact us at questions@packtpub.com if you are having a problem with any aspect of the book, and we will do our best to address it.
An Integrated Unity Workflow

In this chapter we will explain, how the Unity game authoring system can be integrated into a CAD or BIM-based workflow. It is very important to learn how changes to the design can be propagated into Unity, by fully understanding the asset-based approach inside Unity. The workflow will be illustrated mostly with examples from Graphisoft ArchiCAD, Trimble SketchUp and Maxon CINEMA 4D, but similar workflows can be followed with Autodesk Revit, Maya and 3ds Max or even the Open Source Blender.

While prior experience with Unity is not required to follow this book, it is recommended that you also follow an introductory Unity tutorial to get started with setting up a project, creating, positioning, and selecting game objects, adjusting properties, and running the game. But don't be afraid, as we will explain the required steps along the road. Some good starting points are given in the first three chapters of the book Unity 3.x Game Development Essentials by Will Goldstone (published by Packt Publishing) and the Beginner Editor official video tutorial series available at http://unity3d.com/learn/tutorials/modules/beginner/editor.

This chapter is mostly about workflow, and while filled with important comments, this is for the most part a read only chapter. However, it is important to get a grip on your workflow from modeling to real-time visualization.

In this chapter, we will cover the following topics:

- Assets and the Unity workflow overview
- CAD or 3D modeling software (such as, AutoCAD, SketchUp, Rhino, and Blender)
- BIM software (namely, ArchiCAD and Revit)
- Updating the scene when changes occur to the model
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Assets and the Unity workflow

Unity was developed in the context of game development and provides an efficient integration into existing pipelines, independent of the used modeling and content creation software. Regardless if the team consists of you alone or you are part of a large group of designers, developers, artists, and technical directors, you need to get your workflow up and running to be efficient. This is equally relevant for architectural offices, which are also organized around long-running projects where different people interact and collaborate, using a variety of software applications for drafting, modeling, and presentations.

Inside Unity, you create a project, which is stored inside a single folder on your hard disc. Within the project folder, there are a wide variety of folders and files, which are mostly regulated in the background by Unity. The Assets folder is where all your files are stored that you need to manage directly, such as models, scripts, textures, and scene files. There is a direct relation between what you see inside the Unity project panel and what occurs as files in your local file system.

Unity also supports additional modules that facilitate the technical aspects of collaboration, for example, by setting the project up with the Asset Server system or by tuning the project metadata (the information about each file) into separate meta-files, that are better suited for version control systems (VCS), such as Subversion or Git. While such systems are common with software development, they are not widely used in architectural projects. They present an opportunity to share projects between different users, computers, and systems. Using a version control system with Unity, team members can check out files in the project and receive changes from other members. This is more efficient than copying the whole large project folder back and forth since only changes need to be synced. Only the Assets and ProjectSettings folders need to be synced; other folders are generated locally. More information on using external version control systems with Unity can be found at http://docs.unity3d.com/Documentation/Manual/ExternalVersionControlSystemSupport.html, the official Unity documentation website.

CAD or 3D modeling software

Nowadays, it can be assumed that almost any architect or architectural office use CAD or modeling software, such as Autodesk AutoCAD or Nemetschek VectorWorks, commonly in combination with Trimble SketchUp. In addition, we currently see a migration towards Building Information Modeling (BIM), which will be discussed in the next section.
It should be noted that 2D Drafting is still omnipresent in architectural offices worldwide. While AutoCAD presents both 2D and 3D functionality, many offices still rely on the creation of 2D documents for documentation purposes. The first hurdle they need to tackle in the context of real-time architectural visualization is switching to 3D, as the use of a Game Authoring Environment, such as Unity makes hardly any sense when you don't create 3D models.

As it stands, Unity is mostly oriented to the so-called Digital Content Creation (DCC) systems, which provide a combination of modeling, rendering, and animation functionality, such as Autodesk 3ds Max or Maxon CINEMA 4D. Models from such software can be saved directly inside the Unity project's Assets folder and are subsequently converted in the background automatically. When using any of the directly supported software tools, modelers can further edit the models by simply double-clicking the model name from within Unity. This opens the original software, where they can modify the model and save it again, with Unity taking care of the model conversion in the background. This approach is supported by Autodesk 3ds Max and Maya, Maxon CINEMA 4D, Blender, and some other applications given at http://docs.unity3d.com/Documentation/Manual/3D-formats.html. However, most architects will agree that these are not the primary modeling systems in use for architectural modeling.

As it stands, a typical CAD model in for example, AutoCAD DWG format, is not supported by Unity, so you need to convert your model into an alternative format. The FBX format is currently the best supported format for Unity, probably alongside the open COLLADA format, with extension .DAE. If your CAD or 3D software can export one of these two formats directly, use them as your first choice. Otherwise, you can try if your software has 3DS or OBJ export, which are the other two formats that Unity can also read directly. While DXF is supported as well, this is not recommended, as you need to use an older version of the format and texture information will not survive the conversion.

The following table gives an overview of which formats can be exported from some typical CAD software into Unity 4.x and also discusses expected possible problems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAD Software</th>
<th>Export</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AutoCAD (DWG)</td>
<td>DWG</td>
<td>Not supported by Unity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DXF</td>
<td>Not recommended.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FBX</td>
<td>Preferred, especially if textures have been applied already.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VectorWorks (VWX)</td>
<td>DXF</td>
<td>Not recommended.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C4D</td>
<td>Exchange add-on recommended; requires CINEMA 4D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FBX, DAE</td>
<td>RenderWorks add-on required.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAD Software</th>
<th>Export</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SketchUp (SKP)</td>
<td>FBX</td>
<td>Preferred, but only supported by Pro-version or add-ins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DAE</td>
<td>Through Google Earth KMZ export (zipped folder).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OBJ</td>
<td>Can be added with Ruby script.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhino (3DM)</td>
<td>FBX, 3DS, OBJ</td>
<td>Good 3D format support, with control over polygon count and texture mapping.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The primary goal is to get a model on the right scale and with correctly applied materials inside Unity. While not set in stone, the units inside Unity are typically interpreted as being meters. For proper material conversion, support for texturing and the preservation of UV-texture coordinates (the way materials are projected onto geometry, which is discussed later on) is essential. While this is common knowledge for visualization artists and game modelers, this is not always the case for CAD users. Most architectural 3D models are created to contain accurate geometry, but present materials as single colors, often tied to the layer on which the object resides.

**Passing through intermediate software**

If you are in a situation where there is no suitable supported format, you have to rely on 3D conversion software. Even if your CAD system is supported, it makes sense to pass it through other software to fine-tune the conversion. You can export an AutoCAD model as a DWG file into 3ds Max and do the Unity conversion from there.

> While many software combinations are usable, the workflow can be smoother when using a solution from a single software vendor. Going from AutoCAD to 3ds Max or from VectorWorks to CINEMA 4D will ease the conversion, which we will discuss later on.

**Expected pitfalls**

There are several typical problems that can occur when loading CAD models inside Unity. In most cases, paying attention during modeling can optimize the results considerably.
Missing back-faces

The following screenshot displays a rather typical SketchUp model of the Barcelona Pavillion, by the architect Mies van der Rohe. It was downloaded from the 3D Warehouse and modeled by user Cintilante 3D available at http://sketchup.google.com/3dwarehouse/details?mid=fabea878c454e119e8d39fcb58c495ea. When you open the model inside SketchUp, everything looks normal, but when loading it inside Unity, a large part of it seems to be missing at first sight.

Upon closer inspection, the geometry is actually available in the model, but can only be seen from the other side, for example, from the bottom. CAD software often displays front and back-faces of geometry, whereas Unity hides back-faces for performance reasons (namely, back-face culling). The order in which vertices of faces are connected defines the face orientation. If you don't pay attention to face orientation during modeling, gaps will appear inside Unity. This problem is not unique to Unity. Abvent Artlantis, a rendering companion software often used by architects, also hides back-faces. We have encountered this numerous times when students are trying to import SketchUp models. This is less problematic when you model with volumes or primitive objects, as they are usually well oriented to start with.

The solution is to either display both sides of the geometry, which effectively doubles the geometry to show on screen, or to flip the wrongly oriented faces in the modeling system, which is obviously recommended. In a correct model, only front faces should be visible. In the case of SketchUp, front and back-faces are both visible, but they have different materials applied, which complicates conversion to Unity.
When you model with single faces, this really becomes problematic. The face will only be visible from the front side and is missing completely when looking from the back. If you are modeling fences or other thin elements, such as glass panes, you need to either model them as thin boxes or export the model with faces for both sides separately. If supported, turn off back-face display in the CAD system, to better assess how the model will appear inside Unity. When using SketchUp, switch to the Monochrome Face Style, which will show all face orientation mistakes (back-faces) in a light blue color, as shown in the following screenshot:

Right click on the problematic faces and choose the Reverse Faces… option. Before you export any SketchUp model to Unity, switch to this face style and flip all blue faces. Beware that you might need to re-assign materials, as the front face material will be moved to the other side as well, which is not visible in the Monochrome face style.

**Missing texture coordinates**

Texture coordinates are the link between a texture image (for example, a picture of a brick wall) and the geometry onto which it is applied. Texture coordinates are stored inside the vertices of geometry, alongside geometric coordinates.
While most game modelers colorize geometry using textures, many architectural models contain plain and solid colors. When exporting to Unity, this becomes a problem, as faces will not have their texture coordinates properly set up. When you assign a material inside Unity or change the **Base (RGB)** texture, it will not be positioned correctly. Chances are that you’ll only see a single color, usually the border pixel(s) of the texture or that the position and scale of the texture map on the geometry is inconsistent. The following image displays a basic brick texture and how it is mapped on the imported geometry. The stretched pixels indicate an incorrect mapping setup.

To alter these coordinates from within Unity, Unity requires separate tools and is really cumbersome, certainly when the original model changes. Always assign textures in the original model, even if the texture itself is only a placeholder.

**Superfluous geometry**

The way models are created for game environments is fundamentally different from the way architectural models are set up. Professional game modelers are trained to use as little geometry as possible. Even though Unity is capable of displaying fairly large and complex models, performance will suffer, so every possible face that is never seen is omitted.

In a CAD model, this is not the case. A door that is placed inside a wall will cover the side of the wall opening, but the faces of this side are still modeled, even if they are never seen. Likewise, cabinets and closets are commonly placed against a wall. If the cabinet never moves, game modelers would remove those faces, whereas architects need them to be visible, as the model can be displayed with or without the covering objects visible.
This problem is harder to solve, as the architectural model has many different purposes. In any case, the architect would need to set up a specific model display to be used when exporting for real-time usage. Such a view needs to hide as much geometry as possible and hide at least those elements that are never to be seen in the real-time model.

It can be valuable to export the CAD or BIM model in chunks, providing more flexibility inside Unity to selectively show or hide parts of the model. Depending on the use case, you could toggle furniture, technical installations, outside walls or even different design alternatives. The next section will show this with the help of an example.

**Lack of instances**

Most CAD systems support a notion of a *Block* or a *Symbol*. These are objects that occur repeatedly, with identical properties. Typical examples include furniture or sanitary equipment. This technique is called *instancing*, in general. Such objects are used to diminish file sizes and optimize modeling and display performance. Instancing in Unity is organized using *Prefabs*, which are displayed with a blue name in the editor.

However, when converting CAD models to Unity, instancing information often gets lost, depending on the way the export function was implemented. This is something to be tested early on, since it can make a huge difference in performance.

If the export process does not support instancing, it might be beneficial to export only the unique geometry and assemble the model inside Unity, after turning each unique element into a single prefab. For example, in a restaurant project, export a single table into a separate file and load that into your Unity project as a prefab alongside the building geometry. When copying this, all instances will be identical and the system can optimize its performance automatically. This is more efficient than exporting the full scene with all tables included. Beware that this can be a considerable effort, so do this only if required, for example, when the player is able to move or interact with the tables.

**Building Information Modeling (BIM) Software**

Building Information Modeling or BIM is a methodology of organizing the building process by using digital building models, containing both geometry and information about the entities which comprise a building. The designer creates a three-dimensional model of the building, which embeds information about objects, properties, and relations.
The BIM process is inherently tied to BIM authoring tools, which in the context of this book are typically architectural 3D modeling systems. The best known BIM authoring applications are Graphisoft ArchiCAD and Autodesk Revit and both have been created for this purpose from the beginning. There is also a version of AutoCAD, called AutoCAD Architecture that adheres to this concept. There is a wide variety of other software systems for BIM, ranging from modeling (authoring), to viewing, and analysis, but this is beyond the scope of this book.

In the context of architectural visualization, it is important to understand that the modeling process with BIM software is more indirect, when compared to traditional 3D CAD or DCC modeling methods. The user creates building objects, such as walls, floors, and roofs, inserts windows, doors, and other objects, and sets up a variety of views which display the model in some form, such as a 2D annotated drawing, a section or elevation drawing, or a 3D view. The idea is that the model is the main source of all information about the building and all related views are derived from it, just like you would set up a database and create queries that filter information from the model.

The indirect modeling is apparent in the way objects are managed. You start from predefined or custom created parametric objects, which are positioned using only a small set of location parameters: position, orientation, and size mainly. Instead of manipulating 3D geometry directly, you would select the object and change its properties, which triggers a routine that recreates the 3D geometry or other related geometry and characteristics. This also means that there are multiple possible representations of the model. Take this into account when preparing a BIM model for architectural real-time visualization with Unity. You have to decide on many aspects that steer the geometry generation, for example, scale level and building phase or status, alongside a plethora of model display options.

**Example workflow scenario**

Let's explain this with an example that could be applied in most BIM authoring software applications.

When the architect creates the design, he or she can set up the model in BIM software as an assembly of building entities positioned on stories. At any time, the model can be shown in a 3D view. However, many possible 3D views can be created. Imagine that it has been decided to visualize a first design proposal to the client. The model can be set up at a moderately detailed scale level (for example, 1:100), with the main fixed furniture visible, albeit without some of the model details, such as door knobs and closet handles.
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In addition, all technical installations, which have been created as part of the model and which are important mostly for the engineers and contractors, have been hidden in the model. It was decided to mainly show the atmosphere of the design through materials and lights and the layout of the facility.

The particular 3D view is then exported into a Unity compatible format and placed inside a separate folder underneath the project Assets folder. We skip the many possible interoperability issues in this example and focus on the overall workflow. Within Unity, the model is imported and positioned in a scene, to be explored in the "game" by the building owner, who receives the Unity project as a standalone application.

Although the architect imagined the building owner not to be interested in the technical details, there are some worries about the feasibility of placing the large ventilation shafts and ducts in a non-obtrusive way, so the architect is asked to update the design. In the BIM authoring system, a new 3D view is created, which only displays the technical installations as 3D geometry and this is exported as a second model for Unity. This model is added to the scene and a small GUI is scripted with two simple buttons to toggle the visibility of the architectural and the installation model upon request. In Chapter 7, Full Control with Scripting, we explain how to provide such an option to the user.

After the next client meeting, some design changes are requested. The architect adjusts the model in the BIM authoring software and exports the models again from the two views that have been set up, overwriting the first export files. The model inside Unity is updated automatically and the new version of the interactive application simply has to be built again with identical settings. While the design model changes took some effort, the time it took to update the real-time model inside Unity was negligible.

The scenario pictured here requires some experience to set up a properly, but it is not far-fetched at all and presents an important added value of using BIM authoring software for a real-time architectural visualization. The master model contains the actual, current version of the design, which can be updated at any time, and is completely in sync with the technical drawings, the presentation drawings, or renderings. The real-time model can be updated with minimal effort to integrate changes into Unity. This makes the process accessible in an architectural office, although dedicated visualization teams can create more extensive and graphically refined models, when specializing in the Unity part of the workflow.
Considerations when using BIM software

It is strongly advised to not try to make a single model encompassing every part of the design. It is much more efficient to set up separate complementary models, such as architectural, structural, and technical subsets. They can be assembled inside Unity and toggled from a simple user interface.

While the scenario depicted above seems easy and straightforward, the interoperability poses particular problems. Most BIM software lacks the direct support of the FBX format and even when available, this export is often not optimized for Unity.

Many of the pitfalls we discussed about CAD software are still applicable: architectural BIM models often use plain colors for materials and often lack texture-mapping information.

The problem of back-face culling is less prevalent, as the BIM software tools generate suitable polyhedral meshes where the face orientation is set up properly apart from maybe the glass panes, which are often modeled as a single face only.

There is a huge risk of adding too much geometry into the model, especially when furniture is included or (even worse) if trees and cars are included. While BIM tools often support a good library of common building objects, such as chairs, tables, but also windows and doors, they are typically not set up to minimize geometry. For example, a closet model also contains geometry for the inner parts, even though they are probably never seen in the real-time model, unless the model is set up to allow doors to be opened.

If supported by the BIM software, it is advised to set up the objects to be scale sensitive, allowing them to hide large parts of the geometry when displayed at a larger scale. This can then be used as a setting inside the particular views that have been set up for export to the real-time model. Some applications, such as ArchiCAD also provide a resolution setting for most curved objects, which controls the tessellation into polyhedral meshes.

To make matters worse, the export process often creates each object as a completely new geometric object, disregarding instancing in most cases. If you place 20 chairs in a restaurant space (which is easy to do in a BIM system), each chair will count as separate geometry in the exported model.

If feasible (it often isn't), create separate singular models for such objects and use Prefabs inside Unity, which places a much smaller burden on a scene, as repeated geometry will be optimized by the game engine. We will learn more on optimization in Chapter 5, Models and Environment.
When trying to add a rotation or sliding animation for doors and windows, it is often impossible to separate the moving parts from the static ones. It may even be necessary to hide them in the model and replace them with custom Unity animated objects, which takes much more effort. As a simple compromise, you can disable collisions on these objects or set them up in their open state in the BIM software, so they don't hinder navigation.

**What about dedicated real-time solutions for CAD/BIM?**

3D modeling systems and recently BIM authoring software can be extended with plug-ins or add-ons. A good example is the BIMx module, developed by Graphisoft, which is integrated into ArchiCAD. It allows a direct export from the ArchiCAD model into a standalone application, including the player and the model. It can be played on a computer (Mac or PC) or loaded into the free BIMx app for Android or iOS devices, allowing real-time navigation through the project, with only minimal effort. The following screenshot displays how an ArchiCAD model looks inside the BIMx software.

Other interesting systems that are worth mentioning are Autodesk Showcase, Act-3D Lumion, LightUp for SketchUp and Viso3D, also for SketchUp. There is also REALIS3D, which is a dedicated architectural visualization system, built with Unity.
When requiring real-time navigation for a project, it is good to consider such solutions. What they provide in ease-of-use (for example, single click export, built-in features), they often lack customization options. User interaction and the method of navigation are commonly predefined, without the possibility to add other forms of interactivity or visualization.

It is precisely this customization and flexibility that can be the motivation to master a real-time authoring system, such as Unity, at the cost of added effort and complexity. You could re-create most of the functionality of BIMx inside Unity and once this level of interactivity is prepared, using custom scripts, there is nothing preventing you to go a step further. Since this book is about Unity, we will not go into further detail about such dedicated systems.

**Updating the scene when changes occur**

Regardless if you use CAD or BIM software or rely on DCC systems, chances are that the models need to be updated to reflect changes in the design. Traditional visualization systems often fully import models and convert them in a system specific internal model, which is edited and adapted in a project. However, in such systems, you need to redo all these changes when you have to replace a model with a new, updated version. Since you cannot reasonably assume that a model is completely finalized before any game authoring starts, a more efficient workflow is in order. Like many game authoring systems, Unity is not modeling software, but relies on external software, such as Autodesk 3ds Max or Maxon CINEMA 4D. It is, however, possible to add modeling functionality to Unity using third-party plugins, such as ProBuilder available at [http://www.probuilder3d.com](http://www.probuilder3d.com) or GameDraw available at [http://gamedraw.mixeddimensions.com](http://gamedraw.mixeddimensions.com).

When you load models inside Unity, they are handled by an internal importer module. Like most 3D systems, you can tweak the import with a number of settings. However, in Unity these settings are maintained as part of the imported model’s properties and a reference to the original file is kept. Whenever that file is updated, for example by exporting the model again, using the same file name, Unity recognizes this and reloads the file, applying the same import settings again. This is a very important behavior of the Unity pipeline, as you can see that all models that have already been placed inside the different scenes of a project are placed on exactly the same position, at the same scale and using the same geometry conversion. This also allows you to tweak the import, for example, by altering the import settings and re-importing the model even if it has already been placed in scenes of the project.
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The following screenshot displays an ArchiCAD model inside Unity:

Unity goes a step further when you use one of the directly supported DCC modeling systems, such as 3ds Max, Maya, or CINEMA 4D. If you save your native model directly inside the project's Assets folder, Unity automatically imports the model, or so it seems. Actually, Unity calls the original application in the background to request an export to the FBX format.

If you have such a supported modeling application and it is installed on the same machine as Unity, making changes can be really straightforward as shown:

1. Double click the model icon inside Unity. The native model gets loaded inside the DCC software, ready for you to make changes.
2. When you have finished editing, simply save the file and close the DCC software.
3. When you switch back to Unity, after a few moments, the converted FBX model is reloaded automatically in the background.

For the user, it just looks like there is only a single model that Unity can import when changes occur. This same process also works fine with for example, Photoshop PSD files, where no conversion is required.
When using SketchUp or ArchiCAD or other 3D modeling software that is not directly recognized by Unity, the process is a little more complicated:

1. Double click the model icon inside Unity to launch the authoring software.
2. When you are ready with editing, you need to export the model manually. Export the file to FBX or another supported format and overwrite the previous version in the Unity project’s Assets folder.
3. When you switch back to Unity, the model is replaced with the new version.

If you need to set up the conversion configuration each time (for example, when the software does not remember export settings), take care of noting which configuration was used last time. For example, how the model is organized, how textures are treated, and if a possible transformation occurs. Once you have a conversion configuration that works, take a note of all the export settings and be wary of applying them again at the next export action.

Optimally supported workflows

While we would prefer to claim that any modeling software is equally usable, two combinations are worth mentioning specifically and they are based on using software from the same vendor in both cases.

When using CAD or BIM software from Autodesk, it helps to pass through DCC software that is also provided by Autodesk. AutoCAD or Revit models are best passed through 3ds Max or Maya before converting to FBX into Unity. This is especially important to reflect model changes. AutoCAD models are usually passed as DWG files to Max or Maya. Set up correct material properties and texture mapping and either save the file directly inside the Assets folder (to have Unity call up the translation in the background) or export to FBX into the Assets folder. The former is slightly more convenient, but the latter gives you full control and is usually the preferred choice for experienced users.

This is equally true when using software from Nemetschek (or one of its daughter companies). ArchiCAD and VectorWorks models are best passed through CINEMA 4D, before converting to Unity, for exactly the same reason. The Exchange plug-ins for ArchiCAD and VectorWorks optimizes the model exchange with CINEMA 4D and automates model updates. You can set up materials and textures and still refine the model in the original creation software. CINEMA 4D models can be placed directly inside the Assets folder.
As always with interoperability through add-ons, success depends on particular software versions and supported platforms and the fact that a software update of one application can break compatibility with the other one. Alas, this is beyond our control.

You can also be confronted with permission problems. When you use the automatic conversion process, Unity copies an FBX exporter module in the supported application’s add-on folder, which requires administrative permissions. On Windows, you have to launch Unity as an administrator at least once to have this process completed.

With both the Autodesk and Nemetschek applications workflow, you can reload the architectural model, while preserving applied materials, mapping, or animations, and consequently reload the FBX model inside Unity while preserving the additional settings over there. The following screenshot gives an example of an ArchiCAD model that is exported to CINEMA 4D and loaded inside Unity:
Based on reactions in user forums on Unity (for example, the Unity Community at http://forum.unity3d.com/forum.php) or one of the related DCC software programs, many people actually suggest ignoring the automatic conversion and leaving the native models (for example, MAX or C4D files) outside of the Assets folder. They would rather perform the conversion manually. This allows more control, for example by splitting the model up in smaller chunks, so they are easier to manipulate inside Unity. This is also required when you collaborate with others and not everyone has the Unity or modeling software available on their machine. In that case, the artist responsible for the 3D model can work on a provided FBX, while the designer responsible for the building model can continue working, and export the model when updates need to be integrated.

The following figure summarizes several workflows that are known to work well for architectural visualization. Bold arrows are the recommended pathways for optimal integration.
Summary

In this chapter we have talked about the Unity Asset-based workflow. Getting this workflow organized properly is required for working efficiently.

Many architectural projects start from a 2D CAD drawing, in which case there is little you can do inside Unity. If you have a 3D model, made in 3D CAD or BIM software, it is still advised to use a DCC application to pass the model through, to allow fine-tuning of the conversion. At best, this supports a workflow where changes to the design model can still be incorporated in the real-time model, without losing applied interaction inside Unity.

We explained common problems and pitfalls, and collected several tips: apply supported software workflows and formats, use meters as units, set up normals correctly, always apply textures, export models in chunks, and avoid excessive geometry.

Further chapters will explain the actual process in more detail, from simply getting started, to full control over graphic quality and interaction.

So without further delay, fire up your modeling software of choice and ensure you have a copy of Unity installed and activated, either the free or the pro-version. In the next chapter, we will load our project in Unity and add the necessary interactivity to walk around in real-time with very little effort, using functions that are installed with Unity.
Quick Walk Around Your Design

This chapter will briefly go over the full process of loading a CAD or BIM model in Unity, setting up scaling and colliders, adapt some common materials, and add a general lighting setup. We add a basic navigational control setup to walk around, and hit play to walk around our design.

Further chapters will go into more detail on how to improve the visual quality and how to add more interactivity, but if you have time for only one single chapter, this chapter will at least get your project in a usable state, with only a minor effort.

In this chapter, we will cover:

- Project setup
- Loading a model
- Meshes and materials, or shaders
- Adding sun light
- Add navigation
Setting up an (almost) empty Unity project

The first thing you need to ensure is that you have a 3D model that you want to explore and you have a way to export it into one of the Unity supported formats. Please revisit Chapter 1, An Integrated Unity Workflow, to get more insight into this workflow.

When you launch Unity, by default it loads the last project you worked on. If this is a fresh install, this is usually the sample project called AngryBots that was installed, but while impressive, it is way too elaborate to use as a starting point. Start this chapter by creating a new, empty project by navigation to File | New Project..., which opens the Project Wizard as shown in the following screenshot. To open this wizard directly, hold the Alt key while launching Unity.

From this dialog, we can import Packages that have been installed with Unity. Packages are compressed files that contain a series of ready-to-use Assets. Check the Character Controller package for this example and skip the others. Name the project anything you want. When you press Create Project, you will see a loading screen, which prepares the project for you, including the installation of chosen packages. Next, you will see an empty Unity project, with the default GUI layout loaded, as shown in the following screenshot:
The GUI contains different tabbed windows and can be completely reorganized, to optimize screen space depending on your activity (for example, modeling, animation, lighting and so on). The main tabs present the information inside your project. These tabs are explained in the following points:

- **Hierarchy Tab**: This tab displays the content of the current *Scene*, which is usually a level in the game, but it can also be a loading screen or menu.
- **Scene Tab**: This tab is the 3D graphical view on the geometry inside the scene. This will be quite familiar if you come from CAD or 3D modeling software.

One caveat! Like most 3D software, a coordinate system is displayed as three colored axes in Red, Green, and Blue, being X, Y, and Z respectively. But unlike most CAD systems, Unity uses the Y-axis as upward direction instead of Z!

- **Inspector Tab**: This tab displays the properties of any selected object, either from the Scene Tab or from one of the other tabs.
- **Project Tab**: This tab is (almost) a direct view on the *Assets* folder, as it displays all files a users needs to manage in a project. There are some additional hidden files and users are urged to only use the Unity interface to rename assets or move them around.
- **Game Tab**: This tab is a preview of how the scene will look from the camera when you play the game, by pressing the triangular *Play button* on the upper toolbar.
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When working in Unity, you manage one or more *scenes* (or levels) in which you place several *GameObjects*. Each GameObject has properties you can manage using the Inspector Tab. The actual properties vary between objects, but they all have the same basic structure, starting with a name and some metadata (information about the object), followed by the *Transform* property, which is used by all GameObjects. The rest of the properties can vary, but they often contain some geometry (using a *Mesh Filter*), which is displayed using a *Mesh Renderer*. Additional components can be added, such as physical properties (so that objects can react to forces and collisions) and *Scripts* (by which objects can do almost anything). You can add components from the menu or by dragging scripts to GameObjects.

Create a simple *Cube* by navigating to *GameObject* | *Create Other* | *Cube*, which is placed, by default, in the origin of the scene. It is automatically selected so you can inspect its properties on the Inspector Tab, as shown in the next screenshot. You can adjust properties by typing the required values in the input fields or by dragging the property name left and right, having it act as some kind of slider.

![Inspector Tab](image)

While we said we would be loading one of our own models, it is advisable to also load a basic cube with scale values of 1 for each axis. In Unity, this creates a cube of size 1x1x1 meter.

> To be clear, Unity does not really enforce any particular unit size, but it is quite common to relate everything to meters. The cube will help us to assess the scale of an imported CAD or 3D model.
Loading up a CAD model

Whatever the program or workflow you use, you need to save a 3D model in a format Unity recognizes. You either save the model directly inside the Assets folder from within your modeling software Save As... or Export... dialog, but you can also drag the file onto the Unity project window. The end result is the same.

Can you show me, please?

We will illustrate this using Graphisoft ArchiCAD and Maxon CINEMA 4D. The workflow when using Autodesk Revit or AutoCAD in combination with 3ds Max is similar.

Since you cannot export from ArchiCAD to the recommended FBX or Collada formats directly, you need conversion software. While many modeling systems, including ArchiCAD, support exporting to 3DS (old 3D Studio for DOS format, before 3ds Max was created) or OBJ (old Alias Wavefront format, before Maya was released), these formats present certain limitations and make the update process cumbersome.

In the particular combination of ArchiCAD and CINEMA 4D, it is advised to use the Exchange add-on, which enables the CAD format export from ArchiCAD. The clever part is that changes in the ArchiCAD model can be exported again and be merged inside CINEMA 4D, which effectively replaces the old geometry with the new version, but retaining assigned or altered materials and all other settings, such as lights, cameras, additional models, animations, or rendering settings. When you export your ArchiCAD Model, you have two options in the CINEMA 4D Settings dialog inside ArchiCAD by navigating to Design | Design Extras | Cinema 4D Exchange | CINEMA 4D Settings, to go by Material or to go by Class (Wall, Slab, etc.). We keep the Geometry scaling factor at 1,00. This is shown in the following screenshot:
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The first option makes it easier inside CINEMA 4D to adjust materials, as the model is structured in groups, in which each group has one material **tag** assigned, as shown in the following screenshot, displaying the **Objects** browser. This works fine inside CINEMA 4D, as the material properties are passed to child objects, unless they contain their own material tag.

As we have experienced, this presents a problem once inside Unity. The exact hierarchy of groups and objects is recreated with GameObjects. The groups inside Unity will become empty GameObjects, which do not contain any material. The actual meshes are placed as children underneath the groups, using a default, grey **No Name** material, thus making the model unusable inside Unity.

You can use a utility function inside newer versions of CINEMA 4D to re-organize the model structure to actually combine all meshes, and properly assign the material by navigating to **Tools | Combine Project**. The following screenshot shows the effect of the **By Material** option:

As a result, the model hierarchy is shifted around and is now suitable for export to Unity.
Beware that you can no longer use the *Merge* function in CINEMA 4D when the original model is changed, as this depends on a pre-defined model structure, so if you plan on updating the original model, it is best to retain the original structure and stick to the *By Class* option in the CINEMA 4D export dialog, as it works better inside Unity.

To go from CINEMA 4D to Unity can be done in two ways. When you export the C4D file directly inside the Assets folder, Unity loads up CINEMA 4D in the background and automatically exports the project to an FBX file. This is the simplest workflow. You can even double-click the model in the Unity Project Tab to open it up in the native software, make changes, save, and close, and the placed model is updated automatically. The second approach, as suggested by most experts, is doing it manually, by keeping the native model outside of the Assets folder and exporting to FBX when needed. This gives more control and flexibility.

**Controlling the import settings**

When the model is loaded inside Unity, it is displayed inside the Project Tab. If you click on the model name or icon, you can adjust the import settings in the Inspector Tab, as shown in following screenshot:

![Inspector Tab Screenshot]

The settings are explained in the following points:

- The first and foremost important setting is the **Scale Factor**. While you can scale any imported and positioned object using the transform component of placed GameObjects, this sometimes has unexpected effects on, for example, child object transformations. You should try to adjust the scaling factor on the model importer to ensure that it can be instanced in the scene using a transform scale of X=1, Y=1, and Z=1. This is directly dependent on how the model was exported. We usually apply a scale of 1, 0.1 or 0.01, which is easy to find out using trial and error.
• **Mesh Compression** is mostly meant for large organic meshes. We try to avoid any change that would alter the mesh structure, so we leave this unchecked. **Optimize Mesh** does not change the look of the mesh, so it can be safely checked.

• If you need your character to be able to walk on top of geometry and climb staircases, you should enable **Generate Colliders**. This uses the actual geometry to create a **Mesh Collider** for each object.

  While not the most efficient approach, performance-wise, the only real alternative is to use a separate simplified model as a collision mesh. Replace the Mesh collider in complex objects, such as plants or furniture, with a simple box or cylinder, to increase collision efficiency. This is done in professional game authoring, to increase efficiency and performance, but is often unfeasible in our context of architectural building models.

• **Generate Lightmap UVs** is required if you want to use Unity’s integrated **Beast Lightmapping**. We could ignore it for our quick test, as it makes the import process longer, but we’ll make use of it in the next chapter.

• **Normals & Tangents** are left at their default settings.

• **Materials** will be created, based on the model structure. If you have multiple models loaded in Unity, it makes sense to set the **Material Search** to enforce the reuse of materials with identical names. Use this when you reload the model and you already have existing materials set up.

• **Animations** can be ignored in most architectural models, unless you did record for example, door and window opening animations in your intermediate DCC software. They are normally not included in CAD or BIM models.

When you make changes to any of the above settings, press **Apply** to re-import the model with these settings. After that, you can drag the model icon from the Project Tab onto the Hierarchy Tab or directly in the Scene view. We usually set the transform of the model to be in the origin \((X=0, Y=0, Z=0)\) and work from there.

The first thing you need to do is compare your model scale with a reference object. Use the **Cube** object we placed earlier and move it close to the model, so you can check if your scale looks fine.

Resist the urge to press **Play** at this moment, since without any further action, you cannot interact with the scene right now. You can however inspect the model directly in the Scene view, by panning and orbiting around.
Use the Hand icon (see previous screenshot) by clicking on it with the Left Mouse Button (LMB) to pan around and press Alt + LMB to switch to orbit mode. The mouse wheel zooms in and out. While similar to typical 3D or CAD software, beware that the modifier keys are probably not exactly the same as what you are used to. After a while, it becomes second nature, luckily. As an alternative, the Q, W, E, and R keys are mapped to these four tools respectively.

**Meshes and materials, or Shaders**

Select the model in the Hierarchy Tab and fold out the small triangle to see the hierarchical outline of parent and child objects. When you select any of the child objects, it usually has a Mesh Filter containing the geometry, a Mesh Renderer, which has shadow settings and a list of assigned materials. For each material there is a separate Materials component, which displays the material properties. This is shown in the following screenshot:

Beware that materials are shared between objects, so adjustments are effective on all objects that reference this material.

Most materials use the basic **Diffuse** shader or material definition and we will leave them for now. You could tweak the material for glass objects a bit, to emulate something more reflective, but we will look at this in more detail in Chapter 6, **Shaders and Textures**.
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You can adjust the **tiling** and **offset** of the material component, but this has effect on every geometric object where this material is used. Keep this in mind if you try to load other materials!

If you try to play the scene right now, nothing will happen, yet.

**Adding sun light**

Without lighting the scene looks quite dark and dull. For architectural scenes and environments, you probably need a sun-like light source. We will add a **Directional Light** by navigating to **GameObject** | **Create Other** | **Directional Light**. This is a light source that emits light in one particular, parallel direction. Its position does not matter.

Press *E* to activate the **Rotation** tool and drag the colored circles of the **Rotate Gizmo** to point it downward, as direction is very important. This can be seen in the following screenshot:
While we said that position doesn't matter, it often makes sense to place the Directional Light slightly above the scene, with the rays pointing towards your design, as a visual clue for yourself.

You can adjust **Color** and **Intensity** to your liking. Slightly yellow with intensity between 0.5 and 1 is a good starting point. You can also activate the **Shadow Type**, which enables real-time shadows. Beware that this can be computationally expensive. Further setup will be the topic of *Chapter 3, Let There be Light!*

We are almost ready to press play. We promise!

**Adding navigation using a first person controller**

In most interactive 3D environments, you have a basic choice of two main navigational configurations when you want to walk around: *first and third person perspective*.

When Unity is installed, it comes with a set of packages that add assets for common tasks. If you forgot to check the **Character Controller** package when we initiated the game project, you can still do so from the Assets menu by navigating to **Assets | Import Package | Character Controller**.

In the Project tab, you can find the **First Person Controller (FPC)** in the **Standard Assets | Character Controller** folder. Drag it onto the **Hierarchy** or **Scene** window. Position it using the Move and Rotate gizmos where you want to start in the scene and ensure the bottom side of the **Capsule** geometry is slightly above the ground, to avoid falling through into the oblivion.
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If there is no ground geometry in your project, you could add a **Plane** GameObject with Transform Position \( Y=0 \), to act as a simple ground plane. As shown in the following screenshot:

The FPC is loaded as a **Prefab**, which makes it reusable in other scenes, indicated by a blue name in the Hierarchy Tab.

Now you can finally play the scene! This can be done by pressing play or by pressing `Ctrl + P` on Windows, or on Mac OS X by pressing `Command + P`. Walk around using the arrow keys and choose the viewing direction using the mouse. Press the `Space` key to jump up.

**Minding the gap**

While the above sections are a minimal but complete overview of how to set up an interactive walk around your architectural model, some additional recommendations and tips are valuable, such as:

- To walk around your model, provide a terrain or at least a slab to walk on. As an alternative, you can use a **Plane** or **Quad** GameObject or, even better, a **Unity Terrain**.
• When you notice your character cannot get up the stairs or onto a slope, you will have to adjust the properties of the Character Controller component of the FPC, such as Step Offset and Slope Limit.

• When you can see through the walls when you get too close to it, lower the Near Clipping Plane of the Camera component.

• If your character cannot pass through a door opening, try lowering the Radius of the Character Controller component.

• Unity sometimes freezes when characters collide with geometry that is too complex, for example, plants or furniture objects with a full Mesh collider. Replace the collider with a simplified one, such as a Box or Cylinder Collider.

We will refine this setup and compare it with a Third Person Controller in Chapter 4, Promenade Architecturale. Refer to that chapter, if you encounter problems or need more detail.

Summary

There we are. We made a complete, free-roaming, real-time environment from a CAD or BIM model. That was not too hard, was it?

When all you need is a quick walk through around a CAD model, this chapter will help you a lot. This chapter explained the basic steps of exporting your model into Unity and adding a sun and a navigation control system.

It is wise to have a fast and predictable recipe, as it usually works out fine, especially when you are pressed by a deadline looming around the corner. This basic setup is the minimum that is required for an interactive scene.

Job done? Not quite. What we have shown in this quick overview might be impressive for your very first project, but if it is needed to sell a design, there is much more to it! The next chapter will start with getting a better lighting setup, including shadows.
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Adding a basic directional light is a simple start, as illustrated in Chapter 2, Quick Walk Around Your Design. However, chances are that you expected much more from a game engine like Unity. The basic lights only get you so far. While the free version of Unity lacks some of the features of the pro-version, we will show you how you can still get convincing lighting in your project. After all, if all you would get looks flat and dull, why use Unity in the first place?

In this chapter, we will cover:

• Basic lights
• Shadows
• Lightmapping
• Using pre-rendered models (Lightbaking in an external software)

Basic light sources

You use lights to give a scene brightness, ambience, and depth. Without light, everything looks flat and dull. Use additional light sources to even-out lighting and to set up interior scenes. In Unity, lights are components of GameObjects. The different kinds of light sources are as follows:

• **Directional lights**: These lights are commonly used to mimic the sun. Their position is irrelevant, as only orientation matters. Every architectural scene should at least have one main Directional light. When you only need to lighten up an interior room, they are more tricky to use, as they tend to brighten up the whole scene, but they help getting some light through the windows, inside the project. We'll see a few use cases in the next few sections.
• **Point lights**: These lights are easy to use, as they emit light in any direction. Try to minimize their Range, so they don't spill light in other places. In most scenes, you'll need several of them to balance out dark spots and corners and to even-out the overall lighting.

• **Spot lights**: These lights only emit light into a cone and are good to simulate interior light fixtures. They cast a distinct bright circular light spot so use them to highlight something.

• **Area lights**: These are the most advanced lights, as they allow a light source to be given an actual rectangular size. This results in smoother lights and shadows, but their effect is only visible when baking and they require a pro-license. They are good to simulate light panels or the effect of light coming in through a window. In the free version, you can simulate them using multiple Spot or Directional Lights.

**Shadows**

Most current games support some form of shadows. They can be pre-calculated or rendered in real-time. *Pre-calculation* implies that the effect of shadows and lighting is calculated in advance and rendered onto an additional material layer. It only makes sense for objects that don't move in the scene. *Real-time shadows* are rendered using the GPU, but can be computationally expensive and should only be used for dynamic lighting. You might be familiar with real-time shadows from applications such as SketchUp and recent versions of ArchiCAD or Revit.

Ideally, both techniques are combined. The overall lighting of the scene (for example, buildings, street, interiors, and so on) is pre-calculated and baked in texture maps. Additional real-time shadows are used on the moving characters. Unity can blend both types of shadows to simulate dynamic lighting in large scenes. Some of these techniques, however, are only supported in the pro-version.

**Real-time shadows**

Imagine we want to create a sun or shadow study of a building. This is best appreciated in real-time and by looking from the outside. We will use the same model as we did in the previous chapter, but load it in a separate scene. We want to have a light object acting as a sun, a spherical object to act as a visual clue where the sun is positioned and link them together to control the rotations in an easy way. The steps to be followed to achieve this are as follows:
1. Add a Directional light, name it **SunLight** and choose the **Shadow Type**. **Hard shadows** are more sharply defined and are the best choice in this example, whereas **Soft shadows** look smoother and are better suited for a subtle, mood lighting.

2. Add an empty GameObject by navigating to **GameObject** | **Create Empty** that is positioned in the center of the scene and name it **ORIGIN**.

3. Create a Sphere GameObject by navigating to **GameObject** | **Create Other** | **Sphere**, name it **VisualSun**.

4. Make it a **child** of the **ORIGIN** by dragging the **VisualSun** name in the **Hierarchy** Tab onto the **ORIGIN** name.

   Children are linked to their parent object and follow the parent's transformation. Parent-Child relations are indicated in the **Hierarchy** Tab using small triangles, which you can collapse or fold out. Children are displayed below and slightly to the right of their parent. The next screenshot highlights an actual example.

5. Give it a bright, yellow material, using a **Self-Illum/Diffuse Shader**. Deactivate **Cast Shadows** and **Receive Shadows** on the **Mesh Renderer** component.

6. After you have placed the **VisualSun** as a child of the origin object, reset the position of the Sphere to be 0 for X, Y and Z. It now sits in the same place as its parent. Even if you move the parent, its **local** position stays at X=0, Y=0 and Z=0, which makes it convenient for a placement relative to its parent object. Alter the Z-position to define an offset from the origin, for example 20 units. The negative Z will facilitate the SunLight orientation in the next step.
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7. The SunLight can be dragged onto the VisualSun and its local position reset to zero as well. When all rotations are also zero, it emits light down the Z-axis and thus straight to the origin.

8. If you want to have a nice glow effect, you can add a Halo by navigating to Components | Effects | Halo and then to SunLight and setting a suitable Size.

We now have a hierarchic structure of the origin, the visible sphere and the Directional light, that is accentuated by the halo. We can adjust this assembly by rotating the origin around. Rotating around the Y-axis defines the orientation of the sun, whereas a rotation around the X-axis defines the azimuth. With these two rotations, we can position the sun wherever we want.

Mastering parent-child relations is important for effective scene organization.

Sun study animation

To automate movement in a game, we can use either an animation clip or a custom script. We'll show an animation clip in the following example:

1. Before we start defining the animation, ensure the ORIGIN is selected. Also open an Animation Tab by navigating to Window | Animation and dock it somewhere convenient.

2. There are different ways to create an animation clip. You can either right-click on the timeline in the Animation Tab or click on the second popup (the menu displays [Create New Clip]) just above the object tree in the same window. A dialog opens asking you to name the new animation clip, so name it SunPath. This is an Asset, which is stored as a file in the Assets folder. You will also see that an Animation component is added to the ORIGIN GameObject, which points to the SunPath animation clip we just created. This is shown in the following screenshot:
You can also create an Animation Clip from the menu by navigating to Assets | Create | Animation but then you need to add the Animation component to the ORIGIN object and select the SunPath clip or simply drag the clip on the object.

3. Now the clip is ready to record keyframe animation in the Animation Tab. This should immediately make sense to anyone familiar with 3D animation software or other tools, such as Adobe Flash. We'll follow the step-by-step procedure given as follows:

1. Click on the small circle icon on the right side of the Rotation.y parameter and select Add Curves, which creates new Animation Curves for the rotations (we always have the three of them included).

2. Drag the timeslider (the red vertical line) to time 0:00 and add a key/keyframe by right-clicking on the dark grey area underneath the timeline and select Add Keyframe. As long as the red recording button is active, you can adjust the timeslider and change rotation values in the transform component, so keyframes will be added automatically.
3. Ensure that the Y-rotation is 0 degrees at timestep 0:00 and that it is 360 degrees at a later timestep (for instance, 02:00). The yellow line indicating the rotation animation curve should be linear, as shown in the following screenshot:

![Animation Curve]

4. Select the SunPath clip in the Project tab to display its properties and set the wrap mode of the Animation Clip in the Inspector Tab to "loop" so it will repeat in a cycle.

4. The animation clip is now attached to the Origin and it plays if you run the game (Play Automatically parameter is set to true in the Animation component) or if you press the triangular play button in the Animation Tab.

For a more elaborate sun study, also animate the X-rotation (or azimuth), the intensity, and the color of the Sun.

Animation clips can be reused with other objects and in other scenes. To reuse this setup in other scenes, turn the whole hierarchy into a Prefab. To export it into other projects, consider exporting it as a Package.

Faking shadows

A Blob Shadow is a cheap way to add a hint of a shadow. A special bitmap is projected and when positioned correctly appears, for example, underneath the feet of your main character, as we show it in the following steps. This requires fewer resources than using real-time shadows.
1. Load the **Projectors** package by navigating to **Assets | Import Package | Projectors**, which contains a few materials, shaders, and prefabs to get you started.

2. Drag the **Blob Shadow Projector** prefab onto the scene. This contains a Projector component, which acts similar to a light source, but uses a material. The following Inspector screenshot shows the material being set up using the **Projector/Multiply** shader and a **Cookie** texture of a black blurred circle on a white background.

3. Position this Projector above our third person character using the transformation gizmo, so it projects a soft dark-grey circle.

4. To avoid casting a shadow onto the character, increase the **Near Clip Plane** parameter of the Projector so the shadow starts just underneath the feet of our character (for example, 3 units). The **Far Clip Plane** is usually big enough by default.
5. To ensure the Projector follows the character wherever it goes, you can use a short script or simply drag the Projector as a child object of the character, as illustrated in the following screenshot:

Lightmapping
Real-time lighting is computationally very expensive. If you don't have the latest hardware, it might not even be supported. Or you might avoid it for a mobile app, where hardware resources are limited. It is possible to pre-calculate the lighting of a scene and bake it onto the geometry as textures. This process is called Lightmapping, for more information on it visit: http://docs.unity3d.com/Documentation/Manual/Lightmapping.html

While actual calculations are rather complex, the process in Unity is made easy, thanks to the integrated Beast Lightmapping. There are a few things you need to set up properly. These are given as follows:

1. First, ensure that any object that needs to be baked is set to Static. Each GameObject has a static-toggle, right next to the Name property. Activate this for all models and light objects that will not move in the Scene.

2. Secondly, ensure that all geometry has a second set of texture coordinates, called UV2 coordinates in Unity. Default GameObjects have those set up, but for imported models, they usually need to be added. Luckily for us, this is automated when Generate Lightmap UVs is activated on the model import settings given earlier in Chapter 2, Quick Walk Around Your Design, in the section entitled, Controlling the import settings.
3. If all lights and meshes are static and UV2 coordinates are calculated, you are ready to go. Open the **Lightmapping** dialog by navigating to **Window | Lightmapping** and dock it somewhere conveniently.

There are several settings, but we start with a basic setup that consists of the following steps:

1. Usually a **Single Lightmap** suffices. **Dual Lightmaps** can look better, but require the *deferred rendering* method that is only supported in Unity Pro.
2. Choose the **Quality High** modus. **Quality Low** gives jagged edges and is only used for quick testing.
3. Activate **Ambient Occlusion** as a quick additional rendering step that darkens corners and occluded areas, such as where objects touch. This adds a real sense of depth and is highly recommended. Set both sliders somewhere in the middle and leave the distance at 0.1, to control how far the system will look to detect occlusions.
4. Start with a fairly low **Resolution**, such as 5 or 10 **texels per world unit**. This defines how detailed the calculated Lightmap texture is, when compared to the geometry. Look at the **Scene** view, to get a checkered overlay visible, when adjusting Lightmapping settings. For final results, increase this to 40 or 50, to give more detail to the shadows, at the cost of longer rendering times.
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There are additional settings for which Unity Pro is required, such as Sky Light and Bounced Lighting. They both add to the realism of the lighting, so they are actually highly recommended for architectural visualization, if you have the pro-version.

On the Object sub-tab, you can also tweak the shadow calculation settings for individual lights. By increasing the radius, you get a smoother shadow edge, at the cost of longer rendering times. If you increase the radius, you should also increase the amount of samples, which helps reduce the noise that gets added with sampling. This is shown in the following screenshot:

Now you can go on and click Bake Scene. It can take quite some time for large models and fine resolutions. Check the blue time indicator on the right side of the status bar (but you can continue working in Unity). After the calculations are finished, the model is reloaded with the new texture and baked shadows are visible in Scene and Game views, as shown in the following screenshot:
Beware that to bake a Scene, it needs to be saved and given a name, as Unity places the calculated Lightmap textures in a subfolder with the same name as the Scene.

**Other lighting techniques**

You can get pretty far using the default lights and the Lightmapping technique. But there is more to get convincing or downright spectacular lighting in Unity. While many of these techniques rely on a Unity Pro license, sometimes you can fake these if you understand what the effect is trying to achieve.

- It is possible to have a material emit light, if you use a self-illuminated shader (**Self-Illumin/Diffuse**). While the material in itself seems to glow and you could add a Halo component to increase the effect, only Unity Pro will take their actual light into account when Lightmapping. To partially fake this effect in Unity Free, combine a self-illuminated material with one or more spotlights positioned in the same place and which emit a matching color.

- While Unity Pro has a Skylight option in the Lightmapping dialog, you can fake environmental lighting by adding some additional, bluish Directional lights in opposite directions around the model. Turn down their brightness and add soft shadows with a 15-degree shadow radius and about 12 samples. These lights brighten up dark shadows with a blueish-cool tint, mimicking the effect of the ambient light that gets scattered from the sky. Try to avoid dark-black shadows, unless you model a Moon scene.

- Using a Light projector, like we did for the Blob Shadow, we can also project any image onto the scene. This can simulate the effect of light shining through tinted glass windows or piercing through a silk screen.

If you have a pro-license, there is also a series of Fullscreen Image Effects that you can add to the Camera. They help to give your scenes a more polished effect and since they run mostly on the GPU, they don't slow down the scene too much. The following effects are recommended:

- **Anti-aliasing**: It increases the apparent resolution by smoothing edges.
- **Bloom** and **Lens Flares**: Bloom adds a white, dreamlike glow, whereas the lens flares present a dramatic accent to the main light source. These effects are automatically generated in a highly efficient way (if you promise not to overdo it!).
- **Color Correction** and **Tonemapping**: It is used for color balancing, which is useful to avoid a cheap, artificial color palette.
- **Screen Space Ambient Occlusion (SSAO)**: It is used to mimic the effect of small occlusions an inter-object shadows, which increases the realism of the scene and accentuates the volumetric properties of objects.
Browsing the Asset Store

While Unity includes a few packages with additional assets (scripts, models, textures and so on), there is a fully integrated store for assets, called the Asset Store. It is a continuously growing store of Unity-specific content, ranging from single models or textures, to complete projects, but also extensions of the Unity software itself. Prices vary, but considering the effort of creating good and re-usable assets, they are very reasonable (sometimes even free) and can be real timesavers.

You can browse the Asset Store online (https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com) or inside the Unity GUI, through the Asset Store tab by navigating to Window | Asset Store. You need to register with Unity to be able to download packages from the Asset Store. Downloaded assets are stored locally on your machine and you can import them in other projects too. Be sure to read the documentation per package, as there may be some particular constraints or license limitations.

Lightmapping packages in the Asset Store

If you want to take the Lightmapping process a bit further, the following are some additional tools in the Asset Store you might wish to try out:

- **Lightmap Manager Lite** is a free extension which gives more control over the Lightmapping process, including resizing and even blending Lightmaps, available at https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/342.

- **Lightmapping Extended** is another free extension that enables all Beast Lightmapping settings and provides advanced configuration, available at https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/6071.

- **The LHGS Lighting System** is not free but it adds an additional rendering calculation to Unity, which can improve lighting and especially the ambient occlusion quality. This also works in Unity Free, available at http://forum.unity3d.com/threads/182422-LHGS-Lighting-System-for-Unity-Indie?p=1246629 and can be purchased from: https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/8683

Pre-rendered models

While Unity has a very well integrated Lightmapping system, it might make sense if you do the baking in dedicated rendering software, such as to use advanced Global Illumination. Most current DCC applications support light baking, including CINEMA 4D and 3ds Max.
When you use, for example CINEMA 4D, this is available for texture/light baking. This can be achieved by following these steps:

1. When a scene is set up, select the object and choose Bake Object from the Objects menu inside the Objects browser.
2. In the dialog, activate Ambient Occlusion and Illuminate and choose an output folder to save the textures to.
3. When you press bake, CINEMA 4D will render the lighting and materials onto the object and create a new mesh, with optimized UV mapping. The original mesh is kept hidden if you ever wanted to make any changes.
4. When the baking is done, check that it works, by disabling GI and lights and call render. In a fraction of a second, the model will be re-rendered.
5. When you load this model into Unity, ensure that you hide the original object and only retain the baked one. Beware that the material for the baked object has a black basic color set, which should actually be white, or the whole object turns out pitch black. Load the rendered and baked texture onto the object. Set the Shader to Unlit/Texture to only retain the color of the texture.

Limitations
This procedure mixes both texture maps and lighting, lowering the resolution of the maps considerably. There is also no integration with Unity lighting and shadows, so it is hard to mix regular and baked geometry. Many people rely fully on the integrated Lightmapping in Unity or bake the full scene in external software.

Alternatively, you can use a Self-Illum/Diffuse shader, and use the Lightmap in the Illumin (A) map. Beware that you need to change the texture properties of that map to generate an Alpha channel from the grey-scale image, as the Illumin channel only takes the alpha channel into account (indicated by A). With such a setup, you get a slightly different result, which still integrates with Unity lighting and thus can cast and/or receive shadows.
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The following screenshot shows two ways the baked material can be set up:

There is a nice video tutorial, which explains a more elaborate procedure step-by-step at the link http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CsSxUSvdrgg. Two bake passes are performed in CINEMA 4D. The first one bakes the materials into a new texture map, as shown previously, while the second bake ensures all baked textures are now part of the regular diffuse material, avoiding the manual adjustments that were required.

For users of SketchUp, LightUp available at, http://www.light-up.co.uk is an interesting solution. It provides light baking inside SketchUp and supports a real-time view inside the viewport. In addition, it adds FBX export (which was missing in the free edition of SketchUp). The baked lighting can be loaded as a Lightmap inside Unity. They provide an optimized shader and import script, to assist with the Unity setup.

Summary

This chapter took our starting scene a big step further. Lighting is essential in architectural visualization and Unity provides several options to tweak and improve the visual quality of your scene.

While you can get quite far with the free version, lighting with the pro-version is more advanced with Area lights, Bounced lighting, and Sky lights to improve Lightmapping results. In addition, the full screen image effects give a more polished effect to the result. Luckily for the users of the free version, real-time hard shadows were added for Directional lights in Unity 4.2, which could be used in any architectural scene. But use them sparingly, when you need interactive lights.

The next chapter looks at navigation in our project, using character controllers.
This chapter refines how you can set up basic navigation. While this will not explain how to create and rig characters, it will explain the use of the basic character controllers and how to set them up properly. We also discuss the use of camera objects, since it makes no sense to walk around a model without showing it.

In this chapter, we will cover:

- First Person versus Third Person Controller
- Loading a custom character from the Asset Store
- Using cameras for a minimap
- Display static text/information on screen

First Person versus Third Person Controller

In Chapter 2, Quick Walk Around Your Design, we explained how to load a default character controller, which is included with Unity. The behavior of character controllers is provided by script components. Normally, when you author a scene, you don't need to be concerned about the inner workings of the actual script. You merely assign variables and adjust parameters.
Many typical 3D action games use a first person perspective, where the camera is positioned to mimic the view through the characters own eyes. Sometimes, you also see your virtual hands or some kind of weapon, for example, Splinter Cell, Far Cry, or Half-Life. This is the recommended way to view an architectural model, as you can easily look around in all directions and it feels more immersive.

The alternative, which can be experienced in games such as Tomb Raider, Grand Theft Auto, or Assassin's Creed, is a third person perspective, usually showing the main character from slightly above and behind. The camera follows the character and is usually equipped with a spring-like motion, which eases the character movements a bit. If done right, it is good for getting more involved with the character. We'll compare both setups more in detail later in this chapter.

Setting up the First Person Controller

The First Person Controller (FPC) combines a Graphics and a Main Camera object. We already described how you could use the default FPC prefab in Chapter 2, Quick Walk Around Your Design. We will briefly explain how this setup works and how you can refine it.

As illustrated in Chapter 2, Quick Walk Around Your Design, the FPC contains three GameObjects. Firstly, the First Person Controller is an Empty GameObject, which contains most of the scripts and components required as follows:

- The Character Controller component is used to define the main parameters of the FPC and is used to refine movements. You can use the Slope Limit and Step Offset to set the steepest angle and highest step the controller can take. By default, this is 45 degrees and 0.4 units respectively.

- The Mouse Look script reacts to mouse movements left and right, defined by the MouseX value for the Axes parameter. This defines the direction in which the FPC will move.

- The Character Motor script steers the actual navigation movements. There are several parameters to refine, for example, the maximum movement speed, the availability of jumping, and how sliding and other movements are controlled.
• The **FPSInput** Controller script links keyboard presses and game controller movements (defined by the **Input Axes** in the script) with the **Character Motor**. Two keyboard setups are activated by default. The *W - A - S - D* keys, which form almost an arrow on QWERTY keyboards are common in games and indicate the direction in which the controller will move. However, they are not practical with Azerty or other keyboard layouts. The arrow keys are set up as an alternative control configuration and they are more universal, especially as most clients for architectural visualization projects are only casual gamers, at best.

Secondly, as a child of the **First Person Controller**, a **Graphics GameObject** is attached, which contains a capsule-shaped **Mesh** inside the **Mesh Filter**, using a **Capsule Collider** that prevents the player from walking through walls. The **Mesh Renderer** component of the **Graphics** object is actually irrelevant, as the player would normally not see itself. It has no scripts or additional functionality.

Finally, the **Main Camera** object, as a sibling to the **Graphics** objects, is used to look up or down, relative to the capsule, using the same **Mouse Look** script as mentioned previously, but configured for up-down mouse movements, set by the **MouseY** value of the **Axes** parameter.

Beware that exploring with the mouse is not at all intuitive for casual game users, so take care of finding out which setup is most appropriate for your project and provide a level of in-game documentation.

You can tweak several settings, such as **Max Forward Speed**, or allowed **Slope Limit**, but the defaults are usually good to get started.

If there was already another **Main Camera** in the scene, you can remove it, or at least disable its **Audio Listener**, according to the warning on the status bar and **Console log**. This can happen with multiple controllers or cameras.
Setting up the Third Person Controller

As an alternative controller setup, we will now configure a Third Person Controller (3PC) that looks at our main character from behind:

1. Remove the FPC and drag the 3rd Person Controller prefab onto the scene. It has an almost similar setup as the FPC. There is a main object with several components and two child objects containing both a skeleton (Bip001 and all underlying skeleton positions) and the Mesh of the construction_worker model as shown in the following screenshot. Ensure it is positioned above the floor (for example, set the Transform component's Position Y value to 1.1).

![Screenshot of 3rd Person Controller setup](image)

2. We had a few errors while running, so we fix them one by one:

   1. For some reason, the animations of the 3PC were not completely configured from the package by default, as visible in the previous screenshot of the first step. If you click on play, the character starts to run in place and continues to run the whole time, even while walking, waiting, and jumping, as the Animation Clips were not assigned properly. You can see the problems indicated as messages on the status bar and in the Console log. Messages are indicated by an exclamation mark and do not prevent the script from running, but are put there by the developer to log a certain message. Warnings and errors always indicate a problem that needs to be solved.
2. So how do we fix this? In the Animation component, the default animation refers to the run clip instead of idle clip, so the character will make the running movement the whole time. Moreover, the clips in the Third Person Controller (Script) are indicated as Missing (Animation Clip). Click the small circle to select the correct ones. The following screenshot gives the correct assignments, indicated in bold:
The bold text formatting means that these settings differ from the default settings in the loaded Prefab. You can turn them into the new default values, by clicking on the Apply button for the Prefab in the Inspector, as indicated in the previous screenshot. When you use the 3PC in other scenes, it will be set up from now on.

3. Additionally, you could have a problem with the camera setup. The Third Person Camera (Script) (TPC) component, attached to the 3PC, moves a camera around that follows the character. If it can’t find it, an error message is displayed on the Console log. You can either assign any chosen camera yourself to the Camera Transform member variable of the TPC or rely on the built-in automatic lookup from the script. However, this requires a camera tagged as MainCamera, as shown in the following screenshot:

Tags are strings of text that can be assigned to a GameObject. They can be used for anything, but each object can only have one tag. In the example, a MainCamera tag should be available and assigned to the camera. The actual name of the camera does not matter here.

3. If you click on play now, you can navigate the Worker character around the scene. The character can be steered using the arrow keys. To have him jump up, use the space key.

Choosing between FPC and TPC?

Depending on your audience, one of the two navigation schemes might seem more appropriate, but that is something you have to decide for yourself.

For an inexperienced game author, the worker model from the TPC looks more user friendly and even "spectacular" if you are not into gaming and character modeling, but it is sometimes hard to steer this model through a small corridor or up a staircase. Moreover, as it is a default model, to simply illustrate what Unity can do, the cartoon-style of the construction worker is not really appropriate in a professional architectural visualization and his navigation is quite rough. We will illustrate a more extensive solution in one of the next sections and advice you to do this additional effort for more professional results. The default control system and especially the camera control are also not really suitable to allow the user to properly see the environment, which is the primary focus in architectural visualization.
The FPC is easy to set up, is less obtrusive, and provides a complete, immersive look on the scene, which puts the user in a visitor’s viewpoint. However, to navigate a character by turning the mouse around needs some getting used to, certainly for inexperienced users, as the whole viewpoint is shifted around continuously. Some people even become seasick from such movements. Ensure you inform your user how this works, to avoid any bad experiences.

The 3PC is our personal favorite, if you replace the character with a more suitable one. Advanced game authors could even write scripts that allow the user to switch between both schemes, if required.

**Further tweaking and refining the character controllers**

Setting up a character controller, be it a FPC or 3PC, is often a matter of balance between semi-realistic and idealized navigation. In most cases, the character controllers move faster than in reality and take steeper slopes and higher steps than a normal person would. This is acceptable if you want the visual impression and spatiality of the design to be explored and not get bored by long running and walking times. Most game characters never get tired and can run and jump at all times. They even resurrect after they fall to death.

*Running speed, Step size, and Maximal Slope Angle* are the most important parameters you need to consider. Also take care of setting an adequate Collider size for the character controller. While game environments often feature big hallways, wide corridors, and vast terrains, architectural models are usually quite narrow. Doors might even be too small to navigate the character through. Some people re-scale the whole scene a bit, for better navigation. Consider expanding the viewing angle a bit, to show more of the interior.

A limitation of the default Worker model and the Third Person Camera, which steers the camera, is how you look around. Unlike the FPC, you cannot use the mouse to look up or down. To compensate a bit, you could limit the **Height** of the Third Person Camera script, to not look down too much, as indicated in following screenshot:
If you want to provide additional control over the viewpoint using the mouse, you could alternatively use the Mouse Orbit script from the Scripts package (Assets | Import Package | Scripts). This ensures that mouse movements are used to orbit around a particular target, so you can look around freely.

1. Create a new camera and attach the Mouse Orbit script onto it. Ensure its Depth is larger (For example, Depth = 1) than the Depth of the Main Camera, but don't remove this camera, as the 3PC script still needs it.
2. Set the Target parameter by dragging the 3PC onto the parameter value in the Inspector tab. This becomes the center for the camera to orbit around.
3. Adjust the Distance parameter of the Mouse Orbit script to 2 units, so it stays fairly close to the 3PC.
4. Set the YMin Limit and YMax Limit to -20 and 80 respectively, which define the range of up and down movements.

A second alternative setup is re-using the Mouse Look script, which was already loaded from the Character Controller package:

1. Create a new camera and add it as a child of the Main Camera, so it follows its movements. Again, ensure Depth is set high enough.
2. Attach the Mouse Look script to this new camera and set the Axes to MouseY, so only up-down movements are allowed.
3. You could lower the Sensitivity Y to 5, for slower movements and adjust the Minimum Y and Maximum Y to, for example, -20 and 45 respectively to define the range of the movement.

Complete out-of-the-box solutions are available in the Asset Store, for example, the KGFCameraSystem, which presents several camera setups oriented towards architectural and product visualization (https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/6867). There is an example, which temporarily orbits the camera around a 3PC while holding the right-mouse button. This is a valid way to combine an automatic camera with orbiting.

Getting camera behavior correct is an important aspect of presenting your design. If not properly used, the 3PC can be an unsatisfying experience for the (casual) user.

Loading a custom third person character
When you first start using Unity, you might be glad that there is a default character available. The Construction Worker model however, is a bit too cartoon-like and probably not generic enough for serious architectural visualization.
While it is possible to model a 3D character in software such as CINEMA 4D or 3ds Max, and animate using the character tools, this subject would easily take a whole book, yet still only touch on the most essential aspects. It is out of the scope of this book, so we will fall back on using stock models.

### Using a custom static model

If you don't really need animations, your first option is to replace the worker model with a mesh of your own, which can be imported from any 3D modeling software.

Setting up realistic navigational constraints makes sense when you need to evaluate a design for people with limited navigation abilities. If you need to present an elderly care center, or a hospital, or any accessible building, it can be valuable to use a wheelchair simulation. This can be as simple as loading a custom character model, seated in a basic wheelchair and refining the controller movements and constraints. You need to limit the maximal slope angle, the step size height, the navigation speed, and the width of the Capsule Collider.

### Loading a new character from the Asset Store

A good place to look for complete characters that work with Unity is the Asset Store. We will load one of the (few) free characters into our project and adjust it to re-use the default 3PC scripts provided in Unity as follows:

1. Go to the Asset Store and import the free Max Adventure Model ([https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/3012](https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/3012)). Max is meant for a game, so he does not wear a business suit, but a backpack and black gloves. When loading animated meshes in a project, they get set up with a Skinned Mesh Renderer component, indicating that animations steer the character skeleton and deform the mesh (for example, legs that can bend). The Animation component is already loaded with the included animations, such as walk, jump, and idle (standing still, but with small, subtle movements). But apart from playing the default Idle Animation clip, Max will not walk around when you click on play.

2. Add the Character Motor (Component | Character | Character Motor), which adds two components. The Character Controller component reacts when the arrow keys and space bar are pressed. It also has a Collider Capsule, which is not linked to a realistic physics simulation, but it calculates collisions to not walk through walls or fall through floors.
3. Adjust the **Capsule** position with the Y-value of the **Center** attribute, or Max will probably fall through the floor. The **Character Motor (Script)** is used to react on, for example, moving platforms. However, Max is still not set up yet to walk around.

![Image of Character Setup](image1.png)

4. Add the **Third Person Controller (Component | Scripts | Third Person Controller)** where we need to link the correct animations included with the Max model to the different animation clip parameters of the script: **idle**, **walk**, **run**, and **jump** as shown in the following screenshot. The other parameters are for fine-tuning the timing. At this point, you can walk around with Max and he’ll move as well. But our camera is standing still.

![Image of Third Person Controller](image2.png)

5. The final step is adding the **Third Person Camera (Component | Scripts | Third Person Camera)**, so the existing camera (with Tag: **MainCamera**) will follow him around.
Using Mixamo characters and animations

Mixamo is a company, which specializes in animated characters for different software systems. They have a complete library of characters and animations that is fully integrated with Unity. It is actually a store inside the Asset Store. You can browse models and animations and buy them directly from inside Unity. We will illustrate this with a package of free characters and one basic package of everyday movements, which could be all you need in an architectural visualization; that is, unless you want your own variant of Lara Croft who can climb, and jump, and rope swing, but there are packages for that too. The following steps explain how to retrieve a new Mixamo character with related movements from the Asset Store:

1. Download the freely available Male Character Pack from the Asset Store (https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/124), which contains three low-resolution meshes of male figures. There is a similar Female Character Pack and one with Zombies (!). They do not contain any animations, however.

2. Also download or import the free Mixamo Animation Store package (https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/362). This is used to order new characters or animations. If you look for animations, you won't find a complete set of suitable ones for free, unless you like Zombie walks.

3. We opt for $30 Men's Everyday Motions "Unity4 Ready", which contains Justin (from the free Male Character package), with ten basic animations (https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/129).
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4. This package is compatible with all other Mixamo characters, which is a plus. Their system comes with its own character animation controller system (RootMotionController), which works differently to the previous examples. They steer the actual movement based on the animations, which prevents feet from sliding. Especially for the non-professional end user, it becomes easier to mix animations and characters and they look realistic.

5. Load the demo scene, which is set up to have Justin walk around using the W - A - D keys and Shift to start running. The S key is not mapped, though. You can use this setup with the other characters too.

6. Try pressing the different numeric keys (for example, 1, 2, 3, and so on) to see Justin laughing, waving, and jogging. Use W - A - D to switch back to regular movements.

To recreate this setup for your own scenes, carry out the following steps:

1. Add the default Character Controller component, the Root Motion Computer script and the Root Motion Character Control script to the top level GameObject, called Justin.

2. Add all provided animations that are included in the package to the Animation component of Justin, with the Default set to one of the idle animations (for example, weight shift idle).

3. Do not forget to add a Third Person Camera as well, if you need the camera to follow your character around.
As we preferred to steer this character using arrow keys as well, we altered a few lines inside the provided RootMotionCharacterControlMENS script. Inside the Update method, the different animations are prepared and linked to keyboard shortcuts. Unfortunately, as this script is part of the non-free Mixamo package, it cannot be shared, but the changes are minimal. Replace Input.GetKey(KeyCode.A) with Input.GetAxis("Horizontal")>0, Input.GetKey(KeyCode.D) with Input.GetAxis("Horizontal")<0, Input.GetKey(KeyCode.W) with Input.GetAxis("Vertical")>0 but skip Input.GetKeyDown(...). This way, not only the W - A - D keys are supported, but also the arrows. More information on the InputManager and the configuration of the Axes can be found on http://docs.unity3d.com/Documentation/Components/class-InputManager.html, where we also learn that, at least for the Desktop applications, these keyboard shortcuts are configurable by the user.

There are several other animation systems, which can be used to integrate moving characters inside Unity, such as 3ds Max, Maya, CINEMA 4D, and Blender. There are also some dedicated character animation systems, such as MotionBuilder, Poser, or Animeeple. But as previously mentioned, this is such a huge topic, that you could fill a whole new book with it.

Adding a live minimap

Many shooting games provide a radar-view on screen. This is an overview of the map, usually with some indication of enemies or targets. In an architectural context, you can add a minimap. This is a separate camera-view, in overlay on top of the regular view. You can either have a single broad view showing the whole scene or a smaller section, following the main navigation. While not immediately obvious, you can have multiple cameras at the same time. Each camera takes a part of the screen. The default camera uses the full screen. We will now show you how to add a second camera, that floats in front of the rest of the scene:

1. Create a new camera (GameObject | Create Other | Camera).
2. Set its Camera component to display an Orthographic projection rather than Perspective, which makes sense for a top view. This removes any perspective view distortion.
3. To look from above, set the Transform component Position to, for example, $X = 0.0, Y = 5.0,$ and $Z = 0.0.$ By setting the Rotation $X = 90,$ you look downward.
4. The Normalized View Port Rect section is where you set the display size on screen, expressed as numbers between 0 and 1, indicating a percentage of the screen size (which is equal to the logical coordinates). In the example, we used $X = 0.78$ and $Y = 0.75$ to define the upper left corner of the view and $W = 0.2$ and $H = 0.2$ to define width and height respectively.

5. Optionally remove all other components (GUILayer, Flare Layer, and Audio Listener) as we are not using them here.

6. Set the Clear Flags field of the Camera component to Depth only. This ensures that everything that isn't seen by the camera stays transparent. Otherwise, you'd see the background color on that camera.

7. Be sure to set the Depth higher than the Depth of the Main Camera component. This forces the view from this camera to be shown on top of the other one, which is set to 0 by default.

An alternative setup, that makes sense when using a Third Person Controller, is an isometric view that follows the main character, looking from above. The movement can be scripted or you can simply place the minimap camera as a child of the character.

**Switching between cameras?**

However, while the setup of the different cameras can be done with default Unity functions, you need a script to control switching. In its simplest form, enable/disable cameras or change their Depth value. A smoother approach is using an in-between camera that interpolates between positions. We will revise this idea in Chapter 7, Full Control with Scripting.
Setting up a turntable camera animation

As an example of a custom animation, we can use the same setup as shown for the Sun Study in Chapter 3, Let There be Light. To pivot a camera around the project—turntable style—you don't need scripting. Make an empty GameObject, add the Camera as a child, move it to the desired XYZ position and create an Animation Clip in which you animate the Y-rotation linearly from 0 to 360 degrees.

Displaying basic text/information on the screen

When giving feedback to the user, you can display text or images on screen. They are often placed as an overlay on top of the rest of the scene.

1. The simplest, but static approach is using a GUITexture or GUIText (GameObject | Create Other | GUI Text or GUI Texture), as shown in the following screenshot:

2. The Transform component works a bit differently from regular 3D positioning. They are expressed in Screen space, with X going horizontal from 0 (left) to 1 (right), and Y vertical from 0 (below) to 1 (top). Place the text at 5 pixels from the upper left corner, by setting the Transform position to X = 0, Y = 1 and the Pixel Offset in the GUI Text component at X = 5 and Y = -5.

3. To place a fixed image (for example, a Logo), follow the same approach: Transform position and Pixel Inset. The image should be loaded first as a 2D Texture (simply dragging any image into Unity suffices).
Beware that they are not the most efficient, performance-wise and you should limit their usage, especially on mobile setups. There are several GUI packages available in the Asset Store that optimize the amount of required screen calculations (Draw Calls):

- **NGUI** ([https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/2413](https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/2413)) is a Next-Gen UI. It is a very popular user interface package, which ensures that the whole GUI will be drawn in a single screen update.

- **iGUI Basic** ([https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/1946](https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/1946)) is a cheaper alternative, with a focus on WYSIWYG interface editing. If you need more features, there is also a more advanced version.

**Summary**

This chapter took control over navigation into the next level. We showed how to set up the Third Person Controller and how you can use either the default worker character or one of the Asset Store packages, which might come at a price. All setups, either FPC or 3PC also control the Camera component, which is essential to display anything on screen. Without a camera, you wouldn't see anything happening. But you don't have to stop at a single camera either. You can layer several cameras in the same scene, using the Depth field and the Normalized View Port Rect section. You can overlay even more information or simply add static text and logos, which are easily set up using a GUI Text and GUI Texture. They do not require any scripting. More advanced user interfaces will be discussed in Chapter 7, Full Control with Scripting, when introducing GUI scripting.

The next chapter will further fill our project with models and set up an environment. This will make our project more interesting, but also more demanding on the computer. So this is also were we need to think about scene optimizations.
Most architectural photographs include furniture and props, to present the design in its full glory. To have a similar effect in our real-time project, we load additional models and set them up as properly scaled prefabs, which can be re-used throughout the project. We can place our project in a convincing environment, including terrain and sky.

After we have literally filled the scene with a large amount of objects, it is important to look at approaches to reduce the burden on the system.

This is again a chapter that is more reading and less doing. After all, optimizing performance is usually done by being clever and planning things properly.

In this chapter, we'll cover:

- Loading a model from the 3D Warehouse
- Setting up a basic landscape
- Creating a custom Skybox
- Working with large models
Loading 3D Warehouse models

To increase the impact of an interactive environment, it should contain sufficient detail. Furniture, accessories, plants, cars, and people can enliven the project. Rather than filling the model with every possible object, place some key items on visible locations around the scene. There are several online repositories of models, animations, and textures. The Unity Asset Store is an obvious entry, but do not underestimate the vast amount of online content that is freely available in Trimble 3D Warehouse. However, as the terms of service (ToS) are not fully clear for usage in commercial projects, you might want to rely on other sources or create your own models. You can either download models directly into Unity using the COLLADA format or prepare them first in other software. It is advised to start from the SketchUp model and at least clean up the normals (front/back faces), as explained in Chapter 1, An Integrated Unity Workflow, before exporting into Unity and properly assign materials and texture scale.

The download of a COLLADA file, with extension DAE, is usually a zipped folder, with some additional files for textures and an XML file for use with Google Earth. In fact, a KMZ file is the same thing. If you want to unpack the KMZ, rename the extension to ZIP.

When you drag or copy the file into Unity, the importer routine creates new materials for each found assigned material in the model. It might be necessary to link the textures again to these materials, so look at the material names.

We often encounter the same problems as noted in Chapter 1, An Integrated Unity Workflow and Chapter 2, Quick Walk Around Your Design: scale, wrong face normal, and non-optimized geometry. We usually scale the model with factor 0.1 or 0.01, but when it still looks off-scale, try 2.54 (or 0.0254), for example, when it was made in imperial units (feet, inch). As always ensure the scale is right on the importer settings.
Setting up a basic landscape

Chapter 5

There are multiple approaches to add landscapes in an interactive scene:

- Unity has a dedicated Terrain tool, which is easy to get started with. A terrain is a large subdivided plane, where vertices can be lifted in the Y-direction: a so-called height field. While it takes a lot of effort to fine-tune to perfection, it provides the following interesting features:
  - You can paint the height using brushes
  - You can also paint the materials using texture maps
  - You can add accessories, such as trees, bushes, and grass, which can move, as if the wind was blowing them

- When you already have a grey-scale height-image for your terrain, maybe made in Photoshop or containing real-world geography data, you can import this as a raw image. Refer to the documentation on: http://docs.unity3d.com/Documentation/Components/terrain-Height.html.

- If you created the terrain already inside your 3D environment, it can be loaded as a Mesh, just like any other imported Mesh. However, a regular mesh cannot be combined with the features of the Unity Terrain module.

- It is possible, with some effort, to turn a terrain from Google Earth into a Unity terrain. The process is documented by artist 3D Nemo on: http://www.3dnemo.com/031_G_to_U.html. A terrain mesh is loaded inside SketchUp and the terrain textures are assembled in a Photoshop image. The final step, for which a script is provided, makes a Unity terrain, by sampling the height from the mesh. This is interesting, since copying the reference mesh into a real terrain can use all native Unity terrain features.

When you just want to add a basic model, you can import it as a mesh, but do not expect things to move or be interactive. For that, the Unity terrain is more suited. Due to space constraints, we refer to the online documentation and other books that go into detail on this, which are available from: http://docs.unity3d.com/Documentation/Manual/Terrains.html.

Customizing trees with Tree Creator

While initial versions of Unity came with example trees, there is a dedicated Tree tool, which has been included since Unity 4x. It allows users to build up a generated tree from branches and leaves, with several parameters controlling the generated 3D Mesh. To know more about the Tree tool refer the online documentation at: http://docs.unity3d.com/Documentation/Components/class-Tree.html.
To get started, load the **Tree Creator** package that comes with Unity (**Assets** | **Import Package** | **Tree Creator**). Start a new **Tree** object (**GameObject** | **Create Other** | **Tree**) and select the **Tree** component. Here you can fine-tune the geometry generation parameters.

The **Tree** component displays the tree as a hierarchy of nodes. Start from below, with the main tree node and add branch and leaf groups. Each group is tied to its parent and controls parameters, for example, **Frequency** sets the amount of branches and **Length** sets the lengths.

To make the tree visually pleasing, you need to add materials too. The **Tree Creator** package includes examples to be used. Create a new material and use the **Nature/Tree Creator Bark** shader. Add at least a base texture, for example, BigTree_bark_diffuse for the **Base (RGB)** **Alpha (A)** and **Gloss (A)** map and BigTree_bark_normal for the **Normalmap**. You need to assign this material to the **Branch Material** property on each relevant branch group. For leaves, a similar default is included.
In the background, Unity generates optimized textures in a subfolder called `Treename_Textures`, if you were wondering where these additional folders come from.

There is a lot more to it, for example, using `Curves` to fine-tune branch distribution and setting up the possibility of branches that break. Play with it, as the process is fairly intuitive, once you get the hang of the material system.

And finally, when you create trees, they can be integrated in the `Terrain` module too.

**Creating a custom Skybox**

When you want to include a credible environment, you can use the `Skybox` tool. This looks like a large cube, with seamless texture maps of skies placed on the inner side. By setting it around the scene, it follows camera movements and appears as if the whole sky surrounds your scene. There is a default package included with Unity that you can use (`Assets | Import Package | Skyboxes`) that contains about nine examples. A `Skybox` can be activated in two places, as shown in the following screenshot. You can activate a default `Skybox` material in the render settings (`Edit | Render Settings`). You can also define a `Skybox` material for a particular camera, by adding the `Skybox` component to it (`Component | Rendering | Skybox`).
It is possible to create your own Skybox images in almost any rendering software. Define a camera and position it perfectly horizontal. Set its viewing angle at 90 degrees. Record a six frame animation, with the camera orientated to one of the six cardinal directions in each consecutive frame. Unity presents the following shader slots, so it is best to stick to this particular order: Front (+Z), Back (-Z), Left (+X), Right (-X), Up (+Y), and Down (-Z). Render the animation as separate, square images and name them accordingly. This will render in just a few seconds, especially when the scene is empty.

Back in Unity, make a new material and use the RenderFX | Skybox Shader. Assign the correct textures to the slots and your material is ready. For slightly faster performance, you can also use Mobile | Skybox. Set the texture Wrap Mode to Clamp instead of Repeat, to avoid a nasty seam, which would spoil the effect.

If you have a panoramic rendering mode that supports Cubic projection, the camera setup becomes a one-click process, apart from cutting up the images and renaming them properly, a short six-frame animation is almost as fast to set up.
Optimizing scenes and models

While the performance of Unity running on current generation computers and handheld devices is still increasing, there are limitations to the amount of geometry you can place in an interactive scene. Especially trees, cars, curved models, and other objects with many polygons slow down Unity, sometimes dramatically. The following screenshot shows how to activate the Stats button on the Game view, which gives some insight in how much work Unity has to do.

![Screenshot showing how to activate the Stats button on the Game view](image)

We try to reach at least 30 frames per second (FPS) for smooth display. In practice, we hope to attain 60 or more and drop down to 30 as a worst-case scenario. However, don't be too fixated on this number, as it is not an exact prediction of how the application itself will run, for example, on a tablet or in the Web Player. The Unity Wiki provides a utility script for that purpose. For more information on FPS visit: [http://wiki.unity3d.com/index.php?title=FramesPerSecond](http://wiki.unity3d.com/index.php?title=FramesPerSecond).

Luckily, Unity itself does some optimization automatically. The Unity documentation provides some pointers to optimize performance. This documentation can be found at [http://docs.unity3d.com/Documentation/Manual/OptimizingGraphicsPerformance.html](http://docs.unity3d.com/Documentation/Manual/OptimizingGraphicsPerformance.html), and you can go through some of the techniques, which help you getting Unity running smoothly (or less jaggy, at least). If you have a pro-license, the Profiler module gives a very detailed insight into the performance and possible bottlenecks.

While many of these optimizations are optional, whenever you target mobile users, or not this can mean the difference between success and failure.
Showing only what is needed

If you look directly to a forest, Unity needs to display all the trees, branches, and leaves. If you turn your head, there is no need to draw anything. Unity automatically applies so called Frustum Culling, which omits any object that falls outside the viewing frustum (a truncated pyramidal cone) of the camera. However, even if you see only a small fragment of a large object, it will be calculated as long as it is on screen. Frustum Culling happens for the whole object at once. It is therefore best to split and re-organize your model so any geometry that falls off screen can be omitted.

That said, the effort of preparing the display of several smaller objects could be significant. So avoiding geometry is a two-fold effort. Split your scene in multiple objects that can be culled automatically, but group nearby objects that are to be visible together.

Avoid loading model geometry that is never shown. If you run through a building, but only the lobby and a meeting room is open for visitors, there is no need to include other rooms, furniture, and installation systems. There is a reason why old games have loading screens and you often switch levels when you enter a building. It is possible to have one scene with only the exterior and the main building as merely a shell. When you enter the building, a script could unload the exterior and load the interior of that particular building. Clever use of fake geometry, such as pictures behind open windows, could be enough to get the feeling you are still in a larger environment.

The same technique can also be used to display design alternatives. There are a few approaches you can follow. You can decide to make each alternative a separate level. This is easy to set up, requires only minimal scripting (basically a one-liner call to Application.LoadLevel(string levelName)) and is by default optimized per scene. If you want to load alternatives on and off, you can decide on toggling visibilities, again using a simple script, or use an asynchronous loading of scenes, for example, load the content of one scene, while retaining the basics from your current scene, such as player and terrain.

The Chapter 7, Full Control with Scripting, will show you how to handle such tasks more easily.

Grouping objects by material

Whenever an object has to be drawn on the screen, it needs to be processed and translated into pixels. In any graphics engine, the system is switching all the time between different states. First you load a particular material and then you display geometry that gets this material applied. The more you need to switch, the more time it takes. Each separate material requires an additional draw call. So, combining objects that have the same material will speed up the display.
However, this might counter the effect we tried to get by splitting up the model into smaller pieces to be culled. Having many materials and using large objects will increase the amount of required Draw Calls, sometimes dramatically.

**Using Prefabs (instancing)**

If objects are repeated, instancing increases productivity and ease of scene organization. For example, if a model inside SketchUp is created using **Components** instead of **Groups**, they arrive as real instances, sharing meshes between instances, which can decrease the demand on the system. Having multiple copies of the geometry in a single file is more demanding than having multiple instances of the same, shared geometry.

In Unity, instances are called **Prefabs** and they can be created from any group of **GameObjects** that are placed in the scene. You create a new **Prefab** in the **Project** tab and drag a single **GameObject** onto it. If you need more objects, place them underneath an empty **GameObject** first. Prefabs are indicated by a blue name, instead of the default black one. They retain their scripts and other components as well.

- One behavior of Prefabs that might not be that obvious is that even though they share their definition, they can have their attributes set individually.
- A second characteristic is that Prefabs are stored as assets in the **Project** folder, which makes them easily re-usable across scenes. Should you want to transfer them to other projects, copy the assets or export them as a Package.

Luckily, every external model that is loaded is already a Prefab.

That said, the use of Prefabs will not reduce the effort of displaying them on screen: the same amount of geometry and materials takes the same amount of graphics processing, Prefabs or not. But do use the technique, as it will improve project organization and handling changes.

**Using Levels of Detail (LOD)**

This is a Pro Only feature, which allows automatic switching between different versions of a mesh, depending on the distance from the camera. While convenient, most CAD or BIM models are not created several times. However, with BIM software, you can create Views for different scale levels and switch between them in your project. You can get more information on LOD at: http://docs.unity3d.com/Documentation/Manual/LevelOfDetail.html.

If you don't have a pro-license, you could write a small script that calculates the distance from the Main Camera and accordingly hides or displays different versions of a model.
Culling and Batching

The objects that fall outside of the camera's viewing frustum are automatically skipped (Culling), as they are not visible for the user. Unity Pro provides the Occlusion Culling module, which is an additional step to indicate which objects are seen and which can be safely hidden. This requires an additional Occlusion Culling bake step.

So what is Batching? As an automatic aid to increase and optimize performance, Unity shifts your scene around at runtime, trying to call more objects in a single draw call, without any user interference. This occurs at runtime, after the visibility or culling calculations. There are two types of batching:

- **Dynamic batching**: It is used for moving objects that use the same material and are not affected by real-time shadows. This is automatic.
- **Static batching**: It is only available in Unity Pro and increases the efficiency of mesh rendering, by grouping meshes by material and other properties, to minimize draw calls. This is steered by indicating objects with the static attribute, just like we did when Lightmapping in Chapter 3, Let There be Light. No further intervention is required, but the effect is ignored in Unity Free.

You can get more information on Draw Call Batching at: http://docs.unity3d.com/Documentation/Manual/DrawCallBatching.html.

Combining Meshes/Children

Remember the discussion in Chapter 2, Quick Walk Around Your Design, about a feature inside CINEMA 4D to reorganize the scene? Something similar is available inside Unity, called CombineMeshes, which groups geometry according to the used material. However, while this can indeed reduce draw calls, it can cause new problems, when approaching the limit of about 65,000 vertices per object and also because frustum calling is not as effective anymore with such large objects.

The CombineMeshes tool is available from a script that can be installed from the Scripts Package (Assets | Import Package | Scripts). Ensure that you load both Combine Children and Mesh CombineUtility from the Utility Scripts folder. These scripts are an alternative to the static batching optimization technique and work without a pro-license!
Select the object in the scene you want to optimize and call the script from the menu (Component | Mesh | Combine Children), which adds the script to the selected object. Nothing appears to happen, until the moment you click on play. The effect is only available at runtime! If you check the Hierarchy tab, shown in the following screenshot, your original model is reorganized by merging all geometry that was assigned the same material. You see a combined mesh per material with the original mesh renderers toggled off. When you stop execution of the game, everything turns back to normal.

![Hierarchy tab screenshot]

An improved version of this script, called CombineChildren_962.cs can be downloaded from the Unity forum: [http://forum.unity3d.com/threads/37721-Combine-Children-Extented-(sources-to-share)]. Rename it as CombineChildren.cs and remove the original one, before you can use it. This script exposes additional parameters and is more optimized.

There are some limitations with this approach, however. It takes additional computation at the start of your game and if you try to combine this script with Lightmapping, it fails. When the meshes are reorganized at runtime, the second layer of UV2 maps is not correctly recalculated. So while you might assume that the light maps were baked correctly inside the editor, they are removed again at runtime. In a discussion with one of our former students, Thomas Van Bouwel (http://tvb-design.com), he showed us a slightly adapted version of this script (available with this book), which recalculates the UV2 coordinates using Unwrapping.GenerateSecondaryUVSet(...).
How does it work? Add the script to your parent object. By default, the script acts at runtime. This is fine as long as you don't need Lightmapping. Otherwise, right-click on the component and call the Combine Now context menu. This performs the combining directly inside the editor. This is also useful to inspect what the script would do at runtime. You can always revert back to the original model, as loaded models are prefabs. Remember to remove the script or at least disable it, so the UV2 generation is not called again in your final build. Otherwise, the lightmaps will not fit the model anymore.

We performed a few tests on the ArchiCAD model in Chapter 2, Quick Walk Around Your Design. It has 55,000 triangles and 71,200 vertices, which is not that much. FPS seems to fluctuate considerably in the Unity editor and the only real performance is what you get in an application running on a particular device. In general, we can see the following effects:

- The original model required 72 draw calls and 1070 additional ones that were saved by automatic batching. We reached a comfortable 130 FPS.
- Static batching lowered the amount of calls to 41 at 220 FPS. Use it if you have Unity Pro, as the effect is imminent.
- The CombineChildren scripts (original and adapted) reduce this to 37 calls (no batching), at about 94 FPS.
- After using the script in the editor (Combine Now), Lightmapping on the generated meshes results in the same amount of draw calls, but increased FPS (back to about 130) and made the shadows visible.
- In comparison, adding real-time hard shadows has a huge impact. When added to the original model, we need more than 3500 calls without batching and 2500 calls with batching enabled. The amount of geometry that is getting calculated as a result of adding shadows increased as well, to 174,000 triangles and 228,000 vertices. We hardly reached 40 FPS.

Your mileage may vary, as such optimization is highly dependent on the scene, but we have at least a few operations that we can apply on the model to increase performance.

**Combining materials (texture atlas)**

An additional optimization, which can further increase performance and one which is used widely in game authoring, is creating a texture atlas. Instead of using many different texture maps, they are combined in one or more assembly maps. This requires setting up the geometry with suitable texture coordinates. While it looks similar to Lightmapping at first sight, there is a huge difference: each part of the combined texture can be used repeatedly on different objects.
While most architectural models do not apply this technique, it can be partly automated. Read about it in the discussion of the Bob script, which is slightly dated but freely available from http://forum.unity3d.com/threads/88604-One-draw-call-for-each-shader-with-dynamic-meshes-The-Bob-script. The author improved this afterwards and it is now available from the Asset Store as the Batching Tools: http://ippomed.com/unity/batching-tools-draw-call-batching-for-unity-3d/ and http://forum.unity3d.com/threads/113508-Batching-Tools.

An alternative system, also on the Asset Store, is the Mesh Baker package that helps to combine meshes and material. The creation of texture atlases is included as well in this package (https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/5017).

Avoiding excessive collision geometry

You might remember when we imported FBX models in Chapter 2, Quick Walk Around Your Design, that we activated the Generate Colliders option in the FBXImporter Settings. A Mesh Collider is actually a copy of the geometry to be used for collision detection. This is fine and really handy, but it introduces some additional processing at runtime. Whenever the character is walking around or objects are being moved with the physics system, collisions are being calculated. This comes at a performance cost.

The first and obvious solution is disabling the Mesh Collider objects that you will not access, for example, the walls on the third floor for a closed building, the rooftops, and the surrounding buildings on other sites.

However, you need them on all objects on which you allow the character to walk. To increase performance, you could replace the Mesh Collider with a more simple shape. The Box, Sphere, and Capsule Colliders are much easier, as they are convex, rather than concave objects, and have fewer triangles to calculate.

Other examples are replacing a set of chairs and table with a single box, or replacing trees, plants, traffic signs, lamp posts, and other small objects with Capsules.

There are no real shortcuts here, but to dive in and painstakingly replace whatever geometry that can be simplified with these colliders. Remember that the meshes themselves stay visible, but the simplified colliders are used for physics and collision calculations.
Models and Environment

Summary

While this chapter required more reading than doing, it contains several pointers to procedures to improve your project. We can load additional geometry, to enliven the scene. You can even add detailed terrains and trees and a nice sky image.

However, this all comes at a price; that is, performance may suffer. So the last few sections looked at several approaches to lower draw calls and increase the amount of frames we can display per second. It is also obvious that a pro-license simplifies many of these optimization techniques, but with some experience and a few helper scripts, there is a lot you can improve using the free version as well.

Get ready for our next chapter, on further improving the use of textures and shaders.
Shaders and Textures

When loading CAD or BIM models, geometry usually receives a basic color and in many cases a texture map. However, for convincing visual results, you need to fine tune the shaders and set up materials that are a bit more advanced. This includes applying different texture channels and using the shading power inside your graphics card (GPU).

In this chapter, we will cover:

- Basic textured materials
- Advanced textured materials
- Procedural materials
- Further material techniques

Adjusting basic textured materials

As we have already seen in the previous chapters, Unity adds materials for all applied textures and colors in imported models. However, as the materials defined in CAD or BIM exports tend to be fairly basic, Unity has little information to define a dull color and texture map, using the default diffuse shader.

Every material in Unity is controlled by a "Shader". This is a series of instructions, written in an interpreted language that gets compiled into GPU instructions. Common shaders use textures, for example, color and/or bump mapping.
The first thing to do is to check the imported materials to ensure all textures are really defined and found. Ensure imported models have integrated UV coordinates to define how the texture is mapped onto the geometry. If you use different textures, you might need to adapt the scaling (tiling). Since materials are shared between objects, this affects all objects that reference the same material.

The Diffuse shader only has a Main Color and Base (RGB) map. The Main Color mapping modulates the material, so you can increase brightness simply by setting this color to white.

When switching to a Diffuse Bump shader option, you can additionally set NormalMap. In regular bump maps, each pixel's brightness indicates high or low bumps. With normal maps, an RGB color represents a normal vector (R=X, G=Y, B=Z). This gives more detail about the direction of the bumps and is directly supported by the GPU. If you don't use a suitable normal map, Unity displays a warning, This texture is not marked as a normal map. By clicking on Fix Now, as shown in the following screenshot, Unity adapts the image import settings to generate a suitable normal map. However, please do this for a copy of the image file, as the same file cannot be a regular texture and normal map at the same time:
In the example, we copied the original texture and inverted the image, as the mortar lines were bright, which indicates that they lie above the darker regions. When setting as Normal map, we enabled Create from Grayscale, indicating that only brightness values are taken into account. The Filtering option was set to Smooth instead of Sharp. Click on Apply.

This approach can be followed for most building materials that are not transparent or reflective, such as concrete, wood, bricks, and soil.

Creating convincing glass

A very basic, elementary glass material can be simulated using the Transparent/Specular shader, available by default. It has support for both the Main Color and a Specular Color map. In the following screenshot, we set the Main Color option to transparent, by adjusting the alpha component (A) to be below 255.
Even though this provides a fast transparent material, it is not convincing. While full ray traced reflections will take some more years to become viable in real time systems, there are tricks to at least give the illusion of reflectivity. The same way a Skybox was simulated using a CubeMap, this kind of map is also usable to fake reflection. There is a series of reflective shaders in Unity (for example, Reflective/Specular), but they do not provide support for transparency. Luckily, others have provided a suitable shader that can be used without much effort. Two suitable glass shaders are documented on the Unity wiki (http://wiki.unity3d.com/index.php/Glass_Shader). The basic Glass shader is very simple and looks a bit similar to our first attempt done previously, so we will use only the second, more advanced example, called Glass Reflective. This uses a CubeMap to fake reflections from the environment. While not really reflecting the scene, it provides a convincing effect in a real time environment when you use the same CubeMap as your Skybox material. We will now illustrate how to apply the example glass shader code in your Unity project:

1. Start a new shader (by navigating to Assets | Create | Shader) and double-click on it to open the default code editor (Monodevelop, usually, if you allowed it to be installed with Unity initially).

2. Although this is not a complete overview of shading programming, we explain this example in detail to understand what is going on. Luckily, the first section is simple, as it only defines the basic name and sets properties to be available in the Inspector tab and their default values:

   Shader "Glass Reflective" {
   Properties {
   _SpecColor ("Specular Color", Color) = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 1)
   _Shininess ("Shininess", Range (0.01, 1)) = 0.078125
   _ReflectColor ("Reflection Color", Color) = (1,1,1,0.5)
   _Cube("Reflection Cubemap",Cube) = "black"{TexGen CubeReflect}
   }
   SubShader {
   Tags {
    "Queue"="Transparent"
    "IgnoreProjector"="True"
    "RenderType"="Transparent"
   }
   LOD 300
   }
4. In the shader program (CGPROGRAM) the actual calculations are coded. The color sampled from the CubeMap (reflcol) is first modulated (multiplied) with the RGB channel of the reflection color (_ReflectColor.rgb) as set previously. This defines the output emission (o.Emission). The same reflection color is also multiplied with the alpha channel of the reflection color to set the output opacity (o.Alpha). The output (o) is what is returned back from the shader to the graphics system. The shader program is as follows:

CGPROGRAM
    #pragma surface surf BlinnPhong decal:add nolightmap
    samplerCUBE _Cube;
    fixed4 _ReflectColor;
    half _Shininess;
    struct Input {
        float3 worldRefl;
    };
    void surf (Input IN, inout SurfaceOutput o) {
        o.Albedo = 0;
        o.Gloss = 1;
        o.Specular = _Shininess;
        fixed4 reflcol = texCUBE (_Cube, IN.worldRefl);
        o.Emission = reflcol.rgb * _ReflectColor.rgb;
        o.Alpha = reflcol.a * _ReflectColor.a;
    }
ENDCG

5. And finally, the Fallback section ensures that the shader will render at least something when the GPU cannot render the preceding instructions. You see this with most shaders. The Fallback section is as follows:

FallBack "Transparent/VertexLit"

6. Ensure that your glass material uses this shader. Assign the material to geometry or adjust the existing (imported) material from your CAD or BIM model to use this shader, so that it is applied throughout the scene at once.
Shaders and Textures

In the following screenshot, the example on the left uses the basic Glass shader (for which we did not show the code), whereas the Glass Reflective example to the right adds Reflection CubeMap (for example, one of the Sky maps from the Skybox package).

Beware that the example uses a single plane object, which can only be seen from the front side. If you need the effect from both directions, add back-faces.

The preceding example works fine, but for more complex reflective glass, you need a pro-license, which performs a separate rendering pass from the camera and projects the mirrored scene onto the material at the cost of longer rendering times.

Using advanced textured materials

While you can go pretty far using the Unity shading language, we will focus on the use of image-based texture maps mostly in architectural visualization. We illustrate this with textures from the Arroway website (http://www.arroway-textures.com/catalog), which are provided commercially in high resolution or can be freely downloaded in low resolution, under a Creative-Commons license (CC-BY, so attribution is required if you apply them in your projects).

1. Go to the Arroway website and browse to a texture that you like. We opt for bricks 002, which gives a nice weathered brick pattern. You get a preview of how the texture looks when applied to an example.
2. Note the hints that are provided here: real world size is $6\text{m} \times 3.4\text{m}$ and the texture is seamless only in the horizontal direction, so you should not repeat it in the upper direction. Download the RAR archive and unpack it. It contains three files: bricks-002_b030.jpg is bump map, hinted at 30% intensity, bricks-002_d100.jpg is diffuse map, to be used at 100% intensity, and bricks-002_s100-g100.jpg can be used as specular and/or gloss map, depending on the software you use. While the image is only 864 by 463 pixels in size, this is still a fairly usable resolution for renderings and more than enough for a real time model:

3. To try it out, create a cube in Unity with scale $X=6$, $Y=3.4$, $Z=0.2$ and position $Y=1.7$ to place it just on top of the ground floor.

4. Create a new material and name it bricks-002. Instead of the default diffuse shader, switch to a Bumped Diffuse or a Bumped Specular shader.

5. Now you can drag the diffuse map (bricks-002_d100) to the Base (RGB) Gloss (A) texture slot. The RGB color channels are used as the main color.
6. You need an alpha channel to be able to change the glossiness. You currently don't have one, as this is not supported with JPEG files. You can use Photoshop to create a new PSD file using the diffuse map as RGB channels and the specular map (bricks-002_s100-g100) as the alpha channel.

7. As a quick alternative, you can select the diffuse map in Unity and check the Alpha from Grayscale option in the Inspector window, which at least does something that is a bit similar to a real gloss map. Be aware that the specular maps are created for this exact purpose, so they provide better results.

8. Drag the bump map (bricks-002_b030) to the Normalmap slot and don't forget to turn it into a real normal map by clicking on Fix now.

9. Select the bump map and adjust its settings in the Inspector window as shown in the following screenshot. Set Bumpiness to a fairly low value (0.04 or so), and Filtering to Smooth, or else the effect will be too exaggerated and quite ugly.

If you need to integrate this with your CAD or BIM system, it is best to configure the textures directly inside your master model by performing the following steps:

1. Edit one of the applied materials to use the downloaded diffuse texture map and set the correct real world scaling as noted previously. This ensures that the exported model has proper texture positioning, so we can replace them with more advanced textures in Unity.

2. Load the project in Unity and look for the generated material. It will already have the basic diffuse shader, although sometimes you need to manually add the texture map again.

3. Now you can switch to a more advanced shader and assign a normal map and optionally a specular or gloss map. Since this material definition is shared between objects, it gets replaced in the whole project at once.
Using procedural materials

Although it is not currently common in CAD or BIM software, most DCC applications not only support colors and textures, but also procedural materials using some kind of shading language. Shading languages can be very extensive and support many other instructions. Current GPUs calculate advanced shaders in real time. The glass shader above is a basic example of a procedural shader.

Allegorithmic substances

As we don't expect our readers to simply start writing such shaders, and this book has no room to discuss them either, we suggest an alternative route and use a procedural shading system that is more directly accessible for end users.

Allegorithmic is a company that develops a procedural material system called "Substances". They have an authoring environment where you can create new materials and they even sell individual materials. Many 3D systems, including Unity, support substance shaders. In the Asset Store, check the 8 FREE Substances for Mobile package (https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/1352), which illustrates the potential of these materials. Although they increase the loading time of scenes, they take few resources, so the resulting files are really small when compared with comparable regular textures. They look quite detailed even when zoomed in, and they are compatible with the supported mobile platforms as well. The following screenshot illustrates the available Procedural Properties and the generated texture images:
Installed Substances come in packages, with embedded materials and textures. Fold out the shader package icon in the Project tab and drag the underlying Substance material onto an object, as shown in the following screenshot. You can tweak many settings, so a single material can actually have multiple variants with widely differing results. In the background, the procedural system generates regular texture maps that are applied without any additional user intervention.

With Bitmap2Material, you can generate a complete shader, including diffuse, specular and bump maps, based on a single image. It even has options to remove tiling, to make the texture seamless, to remove lighting, and to even out shading. Check out the free watermarked Lite version at: https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/5687.

On www.crazybump.com, you can also download a free demo application for Windows and OS X that does something similar, by generating normal maps from regular images. The final normal map can be used directly inside Unity.

Learning further material techniques

While the majority of texture work was explained previously, there are some additional techniques that you can apply in your projects.
Adjusting texture mapping

When materials are defined, you set up characteristics that are often defined by textures (images). However, the material only defines the look and not how the actual textures are placed on the geometry. This is done at the modeling stage (for example, inside your 3D, CAD, or BIM software). The latest architectural authoring software provides textures as part of the material properties and allows you to define the real size of a texture map; for example, inside the ArchiCAD material editor, you can define the visual properties of a material, including setting the real world size of a texture as follows:

If you modify a material to contain another texture, be sure also to adapt the real world size of the texture map immediately, so that it will be positioned at the right scale.

When you export your model into Unity, the texture (as part of the material) stays at the same place. The projection of the texture map onto the model gets stored inside an additional set of coordinates per vertex, called the "UV" coordinates, as opposed to the XYZ coordinates defining the vertex position in a Cartesian coordinate system.

[ Correct texture mapping in the model, before exporting it to Unity. ]
When you replace a texture with another that does not conform to the same size, you need to adjust the tiling of the material. This will change the appearance of this material on all places where it is used and this is not always what you want. Moreover, if your 3D model only contains solid color information, no texture coordinates are assigned and Unity has no way to link a texture to the geometry.

Always assign textured materials on your geometry, even just as placeholders, before exporting to Unity.

Unity is not a complete model and texture authoring tool, but is an environment where all these are assembled.

**Applying animated textures**

Unity supports animated materials through the use of Movietextures, which can be used for animated television screens or other effects, but they require a pro-license and have some limitations on a mobile platform.

If your animation consists of a few frames, it makes sense to apply the technique of sprites. This is similar to a small cartoon movie or an animated GIF. There are (quite) a few packages in the Asset store, as they are widely used for 2D games, but you can create your own sprite manager with some scripting. You either have a series of separate images that get switched or a single image with multiple sections where you adjust the offset to switch to the next frame of the animation.

At the time of writing of this book, Unity announced that a sprite management system would be available with the release of Unity 4.3.

**Summary**

We discussed mainly the use of textures to assign visual properties to materials. For architectural visualization, this is good to emulate bricks, concrete, metal, and wood. To display a convincing glass, we used a custom (copied) shader. And finally, we illustrated procedural textures.

The final chapter will go into scripting and we introduce a few reusable scripts that can be used to further tweak and control what we learned throughout the previous chapters.
Full Control with Scripting

Architects often express that they are visual artists and not programmers. While you can get reasonably far without resorting to scripting, it's almost impossible to finish a project that way. This chapter presents a few easy and reusable scripts that can be applied in most projects. This chapter is enough to get you started. We advise you to type all examples from scratch. It'll take a bit longer and you may encounter errors. It is easier to elaborate something you wrote and understand, than it is to extend somebody else's code.

In this chapter, we will discuss:

• Scripting crash course
• Triggering doors and elevators
• Basic heads-up-display with a custom GUI to toggle objects or display info
• Switching between cameras and materials
• Further interactions: resetting the player, loading other scenes/levels

Scripting crash course

Right now, you already used scripts. They are at the heart of Unity. To add behaviors to objects, Unity uses components. If you need lighting behavior, add a Light component. If you need physics behavior, add a Rigidbody component. If you need custom behavior, add a Script component.

A script has particular entry points, which define the flow of execution. Some functions are automatically called when the game runs, others every time the display is refreshed, possibly several hundred times per second. You enter the code into one of these functions or call custom functions from these entry points. In the background, scripts are compiled and bundled into your final application, so they run as fast as built-in functions and behaviors.
Internally, Unity uses the Mono framework, an Open Source implementation of the .NET framework, which was designed and developed by Microsoft as a modern and extensible framework. It works independently from the high level programming code the programmer writes, and supports multiple platforms, including not only Windows, OSX, and Linux, but also Android and iOS. While Unity supports JavaScript, C# and the aptly called boo, in practice most people use JavaScript or C#. If you have a background in Web development, the UnityScript version of JavaScript is the easiest to get into. On the other hand, C# is more akin to C++ or Java and is the best starting point if you have some programming experience. Since custom development for CAD and BIM applications relies on such languages and since many Unity developers embrace C#, we will use this for the rest of the chapter. Luckily, scripts are easily ported between these languages and you can mix and match scripts using all supported languages.

Some of the scripts in this section are based on examples generously provided by Pieter Jorissen and Ivan De Boi, from the Karel de Grote Hogeschool (University College) in Antwerp (Belgium).

**Triggering doors and elevators**

We will now write a simple script that is directly applicable in our example project and extend it afterwards to be more generic and reusable, using parameters.

Doors and elevators are typical interactive elements in buildings. Most buildings have no other moving parts. To rotate a door manually or to use scripting is not that different. However, there are a few tricks to get it correct. These are as follows:

1. Create a plane GameObject, positioned in the origin. Add a simple Cube, and name it DoorLeaf. Set its position to $X=1, Y=1.5, Z=0$ and scale to $X=2, Y=3, Z=0.1$. This ensures that the lower side corner of the door leaf is sitting in the center or our scene.
2. Load the local documentation from the menu by navigating to **Help | Scripting Reference**, which opens your default browser on the starting page of the locally installed Unity documentation, which is also accessible offline. On the first page there is a small menu to choose the language of all examples (JavaScript, C# or Boo).

3. Type `rotation` in the search field to get a list of entries on rotation.

4. Click on **Transform.rotation**, which directs you to the documentation of the rotation property of the Transform component. You can get and set this property using `transform.rotation`.

5. Switch back to Unity, create a new C# script by navigating to **Assets | Create | C# Script**, and name it `rotateObject`.

6. If you double-click on the script name in the Assets tab, Unity will launch the default code editor, which is **MonoDevelop** with most installations.

MonoDevelop is an Open Source editor targeted at Mono development, but it can be used for all scripting languages inside Unity. It is a complete **Integrated Development Environment (IDE)** with syntax coloring, code-completion, search and replace facilities, line numbering, and even full debugging support. Refrain from using a basic text editor such as Notepad in Windows or TextEdit in OSX. In Windows, many C# developers also use Microsoft Visual Studio.

Inside MonoDevelop, you get a template script, which does nothing at the moment, but is set up to start entering code.

The first two statements load the main Unity class library and the Mono/.NET collection classes that are needed to work with lists of objects. These statements are given as follows:

```csharp
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
```

**Downloading the example code**

You can download the example code files for all Packt Publishing books you have purchased from your account at http://www.packtpub.com. If you purchased this book elsewhere, you can visit http://www.packtpub.com/support and register to have the files e-mailed directly to you.
Next up is the class definition, which derives from `MonoBehaviour` (the mother class for all Unity scripts). As a convention, the class name should be identical to the script name (without the file extension `.cs`). Unity will complain otherwise. This is shown in the following statement of code:

```csharp
public class rotateObject : MonoBehaviour {

Variables and classes are declared between curly brackets. The `Start()` method gets called just once when the script launches (usually when you press play). The `void` qualifier indicates that the method or function will not return a value or variable upon use. This is shown in the following piece of code:

```csharp
    // Use this for initialization
    void Start () {
    
    }
```

The `Update()` method is called continuously, whenever a frame in the game is updated. This is shown in the following piece of code:

```csharp
    // Update is called once per frame
    void Update () {
    
    }
```

Do not forget the final closing bracket to complete the class:

```csharp
}
```

Now we can enter some new code to add some actual behavior to this class. Adjust the `Update` method by typing (and not copying) the following code:

```csharp
    void Update () {
        this.transform.rotation = Quaternion.Euler (0,90,0);
    }
```
Unity uses *Quaternions* to indicate rotations. They are numerically more stable than vectors and don’t lead to drifting when you continuously rotate entities. The *Quaternion* class has an *Euler* method to set the rotation using three values for X, Y, and Z, respectively. This is exactly what you would type inside the transform component fields. Set all three angles in one call when using Euler-angles. Contrary to many other programming environments, you don’t need to convert angles from degrees to radians first. This is done as given in the following steps:

1. Drag this script onto the *DoorLeaf* object. It now has a component called *Rotate Object (Script)*, which is derived from the script and class name. Notice the capitalization and the space inside the name! It has one parameter, called *Script*, which is set to *rotateObject* (the name of our script).
2. Press play to see what happens. Press *stop* and play a few times to double check. The DoorLeaf rotates abruptly and stays in a rotation state while the script is running. It returns to its former position when you stop the script.
3. Okay… that's not really much, is it? Up to this point, our script is really simple and unusable, as the door is rotating around its center, rather than around a hinge. This can be set up with a proper GameObject hierarchy. To add the door hinge, create an empty GameObject by navigating to *GameObject* | *Create Empty* and name it *Hinge*. Set its position and rotation to X=0, Y=0, Z=0. It now sits in the corner of our door leaf.
4. Drag the door leaf onto the hinge object, to define a hierarchical relation, as shown below. Check the setup by manually changing the Y-rotation of the hinge. The leaf should follow along.

5. Adapt the setup by removing the script from the leaf and adding it to the hinge instead. Press play to see that the leaf rotates around the hinge.
If we would use `transform.Rotate()`, we'd get a different behavior. This command adds a rotation to the current rotation, whereas setting the rotation variable replaces it. For example, `transform.Rotate(0, 5, 0)`, when placed in the `Update` method, continuously adds a 5 degree rotation with each frame renewal.

## Using triggers and colliders

The previous script is very basic. We set the rotation directly when the script starts. In most cases, we want to control when this occurs. Inside Unity, we receive a notice when objects collide. If you add a `Collider` component to any `GameObject`, it reacts when other objects bump onto it. The system calls the `OnCollisionEnter()` event to which we can react within our script. When set to `Trigger`, the `Collider` component works a bit differently. Triggers do not obstruct other objects, but detect when they enter their collision volume (often a box or sphere). We could use this to find out when our player enters a room (`OnTriggerEnter`) and when the player leaves again (`OnTriggerExit`). This is done as given in the following steps:

1. Add a Cube so it extends in front and behind the door leaf. For example, position `X=1, Y=1.5, and Z=0` with scale `X=2, Y=3, and Z=6`. Name it `DoorTrigger`.
2. Since Cubes come with a `Box Collider` component automatically, we don't have to add one ourselves. Just ensure that you toggle its `Is Trigger` property, so the box will not obstruct the player.
3. Disable the `Mesh Renderer` component, to make it invisible.
4. Add an Empty object in position `X=Y=Z=0` and name it `Door`. This will group the other elements. Leave scale at 1 or the children will behave erratically!
5. Drag the `DoorTrigger` and `Hinge` on `Door`, to make them a child. The whole group is now underneath a single object, called `Door`. Do not attach the `DoorTrigger` to the `Hinge` or `Door Leaf`, as the triggering zone should not rotate while the door is opening.
6. Remove the previous version of the `rotateObject` script, which was attached to the `Hinge` object. Use the script given as follows:

```csharp
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
public class rotateObject : MonoBehaviour {

    // Add two public variables to the script. `Target` can hold any GameObject from the scene. `Angle` is the amount of degrees we want our door to rotate. We write the angle as 90.0f to indicate this is a floating-point number. Public variables become visible in the Inspector of the object with the script attached.

    public GameObject Target;
    public float Angle = 90.0f;

    Collider objects that are set to Trigger call the `OnTriggerEnter` and `OnTriggerExit` events. We ignore the `Collider` parameter `other` for now, as shown in the following piece of code:

    void OnTriggerEnter(Collider other) {
        Target.transform.rotation = Quaternion.Euler (0,Angle,0);
    }
    void OnTriggerExit(Collider other) {
        Target.transform.rotation = Quaternion.Euler (0,0,0);
    }
} // closing bracket
```
You can remove the Start and Update methods completely, as they are not used here. This is done as shown in the following steps:

1. Now you can re-attach the script to the DoorTrigger. Drag the Hinge item in the Hierarchy tab onto the Target parameter slot of the Rotate Object script to assign the variable used by the script.

2. To finish off, add a first or third person controller into your scene and press play. Whenever you run into the DoorTrigger zone, the script gets called and the door should open, by rotating the Hinge and the attached DoorLeaf.

**Refining the opening animation**

While we now have a fully functional door, its animation is very crude and abrupt. We will use a technique called *easing* to smooth the door movement and make it more appealing. The trick is to set the angle not in single step, but gradually, each frame getting closer and closer.

Add three more variables to the script, but make them private, to not expose them to the user. They are used to set the angle we aim for (targetAngleY), the value it has at the moment (currentAngleY), and a small number to control how fast the angle will evolve towards the target value (easing), as shown in the following piece of code:

```csharp
private float targetAngleY = 0.0f;
private float currentAngleY = 0.0f;
private float easing = 0.05f;
```

We move the rotation code to the Update() method, as it needs to be called on each frame. The current angle will be increased in gradual steps, by multiplying the difference between the target and the current values with the easing value, as shown in the following piece of code:

```csharp
void Update() {
    currentAngleY += (targetAngleY - currentAngleY) * easing;
    Target.transform.rotation =
        Quaternion.Euler (0.0f, currentAngleY, 0.0f);
}
```
Now the two trigger methods are simply used to set the correct current and target values. The original public Angle value is never changed, so we can continue to open and close the door by running in and out of the trigger zone. This is done as shown in the following code:

```csharp
void OnTriggerEnter(Collider other) {
    targetAngleY = Angle;
    currentAngleY = 0.0f;
}
void OnTriggerExit(Collider other) {
    currentAngleY = Angle;
    targetAngleY = 0.0f;
}
```

Did you notice that these changes did not require another setup of the door hierarchy? Even with multiple copies of the door, they'd all use the same script.

**Moving platforms**

A very similar script can be used to define a sliding door or a moving platform, using translation instead of rotation. The sliding door is fairly trivial, but the moving platform will be problematic, at first. This is explained in the following steps:

1. First the setup. Add a cube to become the moving platform and name it Platform. Place it where you want and adjust its scale.
2. Add a second Cube called Tower, and adjust position and scale to become a place where you want the platform to arrive at the end of the translation.
3. Create a third Cube to act as a trigger and name it PlatformTrigger. Position and size it so it sits just above the platform, defining a zone to enter. Disable its Mesh Renderer and toggle the Is Trigger parameter, just like the previous example. Make it a child of the platform, so the trigger zone follows the platform. Your setup should resemble the following screenshot.
4. Now create a new C# script, name it `translateObject`, and add the following variables, just after the class declaration, as shown in the following code:

```csharp
public Vector3 targetPosition;
public GameObject Target;
private Vector3 startPosition;
private Vector3 moveCurrent, moveTarget;
private float easing = 0.01f;
```

5. In the `Start()` method, we initialize our private parameters, so we retain the original position and set the current and target positions appropriately. This is shown in the following piece of code:

```csharp
// Use this for initialization
void Start () {
    startPosition = Target.transform.position;
    moveCurrent = startPosition;
    moveTarget = startPosition;
}
```

6. The `Update()` method does the easing, but instead of using floating-point numbers, we calculate directly using vectors, since most useful methods are implemented in the `Vector3` class, such as addition, subtraction, and multiplication. This is shown in the following piece of code:

```csharp
// Update is called once per frame
void Update () {
    moveCurrent = moveCurrent + (moveTarget-moveCurrent)*easing;
    Target.transform.position = moveCurrent;
}
```

7. Then the trigger methods do the trivial work of setting the `moveTarget` variable appropriately. Beware that this forces the platform to return to its original position when the player steps off. This is shown in the following piece of code:

```csharp
void OnTriggerEnter(Collider other){
    moveTarget = targetPosition;
}
void OnTriggerExit(Collider other){
    moveTarget = startPosition;
}
```

8. Add this script to the `PlatformTrigger` and assign the `Platform` as the `Target` variable of the script.
9. Adjust the Target Position X, Y, and Z values to be somewhere where you want the platform to arrive. Did you notice that this reflects the targetPosition public variable, which was of type Vector3?

10. Press play and walk the player onto the platform, which should start translating. Observe what happens when the platform is moving forward.

**Solving a problem with parenting**

This setup has a very annoying problem! Whenever the platform is moved horizontally, the player gets left behind and falls off! While the vertical movement of the platform continuously triggers the player to detect the floor below, it does not detect any other movement. Luckily, the solution is fairly simple. We temporarily make the player a child of the moving platform. Just be sure to undo this when the player leaves the platform.

When using the character motor form the FPC, the scripts take care of it.

1. The following switchParent script does just that. It first retrieves the player by searching for it using the **Player tag**. If you use the FPC, you need to add this tag manually. This is only done once, when the game starts. This is shown in the following piece of code:

```csharp
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
public class switchParent : MonoBehaviour {
    public GameObject newParent;
    private GameObject thePlayer;
    void Start () {
        thePlayer = GameObject.FindWithTag("Player");
    }

    void OnTriggerEnter (Collider other) {
        thePlayer.transform.parent = newParent.transform;
    }

    void OnTriggerExit(Collider other) {
        thePlayer.transform.parent = null;
    }
} // closing bracket
```

2. In the trigger methods, we set our player's transform.parent variable to be the transform component of the newParent variable. This is shown in the following piece of code:

```csharp
    void OnTriggerEnter (Collider other) {
        thePlayer.transform.parent = newParent.transform;
    }

    void OnTriggerExit(Collider other) {
        thePlayer.transform.parent = null;
    }
} // closing bracket
```
3. Attach this script also to the PlatformTrigger and set the newParent variable to be the platform object.

4. Press play and walk the player onto the platform. It should follow the movement of the platform. Also check what happens in the Hierarchy tab when you leave the platform again.

Beware that these first few scripts lack error checking. We can compare the tag of the colliding object with the Player tag, to be certain that only the player will trigger the platform and not some other object flying or moving around.

```csharp
void OnTriggerEnter (Collider other) {
    if (other.gameObject.CompareTag("Player"))
        thePlayer.transform.parent = newParent.transform;
}
```

Do the same in the OnTriggerExit() method.

### Rework the script using an animation clip

We illustrated the use of animation clips in *Chapter 3, Let There be Light!* with the Sun Study. There we created an animation clip that was played at the start of the game or level. However, you need a script to launch an animation clip at a particular event, such as when triggering.

```csharp
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
public class playAnimation : MonoBehaviour {
    public GameObject target;
    void OnTriggerEnter (Collider other) {
        if (other.gameObject.CompareTag("Player")) {
            target.animation.Play();
        }
    }
}
```

This is quite straightforward and works fine if your object has a single animation loaded that is set as default. It is also reusable, as you don't need to alter the script when using other animation clips. When you have multiple animations, you have to address the specific animation from the list. We set variables that require an animation clip to be assigned. The next example calls a clip when entering a trigger and another when leaving, as shown in the following piece of code:

```csharp
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
```
public class toggleAnimation : MonoBehaviour {
    public GameObject target;
    public string enterAni;
    public string exitAni;
    void OnTriggerEnter (Collider other) {
        target.animation.Play(enterAni);
    }
    void OnTriggerExit (Collider other) {
        target.animation.Play(exitAni);
    }
}

Here we use a string variable to set the animation clip name. This is really flexible, but you have to be careful not to type any mistakes.

Always strive for reusable, generic scripts. Start small and limit scripts to one particular purpose. If you need multiple, unrelated behaviors, use different scripts. You can always attach more than one script to a GameObject.

Basic heads-up-display with a custom GUI

When we explained the use of GUIText and GUITexture components in Chapter 4, Promenade Architecturale, they were static. This is fine for a fixed logo, but not when you need dynamic information. You can script these components, but they are not the most efficient ones to use. This is shown in the following code:

public Texture2D someTexture;
...
guiText.text = "Hello";
guiTexture.texture = someTexture;

An alternative is the use of the Unity Graphical User Interface (GUI) classes. To display a GUI inside a script in Unity, use the OnGUI() event. This runs independently of the regular Update() cycle. Inside this event, you can display buttons, text labels, sliders, panels, scroll areas, textures, and toggle switches.
**Full Control with Scripting**

We illustrate this with a simple GUI script that displays the name of the trigger we enter, as shown in the following screenshot, which also displays some feedback in the console.

![Screenshot](image1.png)

The following steps will show how to set up a simple scene with a few walls and floors:

1. Add a few Cubes and name them appropriately. Adjust their scale to cover the room volumes.
2. Set each **Box Collider** as a trigger and disable their Mesh Renderers, as in the following screenshot.

![Screenshot](image2.png)

3. Create a C# script `displayInfo` to attach to each trigger, as shown in the previous screenshot.
4. Adjust the script to contain a private variable `display` to toggle the GUI.

```csharp
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
public class displayInfo : MonoBehaviour {
    private bool display = false;
}
```

5. The triggers toggle the `display` variable when entering and leaving. This is done as shown in the following code:

```csharp
void OnTriggerEnter(Collider other) {
    if (other.gameObject.CompareTag("Player")) {
        display = true;
    }
}
void OnTriggerExit(Collider other) {
    if (other.gameObject.CompareTag("Player")) {
        display = false;
    }
}
```

6. Finally, inside the `OnGUI()` method, we call the `GUI.Box()` method when needed. It displays the name of the GameObject inside a `GUI.Box` positioned 5 by 5 pixels from the top left corner and 100 by 20 pixels wide. This is done as shown in the following code:

```csharp
void OnGUI()

    if (display == true) {
        GUI.Box(new Rect(5,5,100,20), name);
    }
}
```

There is a slight graphical problem. When you exit one volume that is adjacent to the next, both names overlap for a split second. Adding a slight delay or a fading effect masks this. The following alternative implementation of the `OnTriggerEnter()` method includes a Coroutine that instructs a delay of 1 second. Beware that in this case you need to change the `void` return type to `IEnumerator`. You cannot simply insert a pause inside the script, as the execution of the game would stop. Coroutine is a technique to execute scripts in parallel routines. For more info on the use of Coroutines visit: [http://docs.unity3d.com/Documentation/ScriptReference/Coroutine.html](http://docs.unity3d.com/Documentation/ScriptReference/Coroutine.html)

```csharp
IEnumerator OnTriggerEnter(Collider other) {
    if (other.gameObject.CompareTag("Player")) {
        yield return new WaitForSeconds(1);
        display = true;
    }
}
```
Toggling lights and other objects

We introduced lights in Chapter 3, Let There be Light!. In a dynamic project, you could add light switches or change lighting scenarios. The next example displays check boxes on screen to toggle the visibility of preselected light and meshes. Create a C# script called toggleObjects, as shown in the following piece of code:

```csharp
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
public class toggleObjects : MonoBehaviour {

    public GameObject[] objectList;
    void OnGUI() {
        int index = 0;
        foreach (GameObject obj in objectList) {
            int posY = 5 + 20 * index;

            if (obj.renderer != null) {
                obj.renderer.enabled =
                GUI.Toggle(new Rect(5, posY, 140, 20),
                obj.renderer.enabled, obj.name);
            } else if (obj.light != null) {
                obj.light.enabled =
                GUI.Toggle(new Rect(5, posY, 140, 20),
                obj.light.enabled, obj.name);
            }
        }
    }
}
```

A `foreach()` loop steps through the list one object at a time. In each loop step, we refer to that object using the `obj` variable (or any other name we decide to use for it). This is shown in the following code:

```csharp
foreach (GameObject obj in objectList) {
```

Calculate the vertical on-screen position of the GUI element in the `posY` variable, in each step. When `index` increases, we move a bit further down. This is shown in the following code:

```csharp
int posY = 5 + 20 * index;
```

If that object has a `renderer` component, add a Check box (`GUI.Toggle`) on screen and set it to reflect the current visibility, by asking the `enabled` state of the `renderer`. This is shown in the following code:

```csharp
if (obj.renderer != null) {
    obj.renderer.enabled =
    GUI.Toggle(new Rect(5, posY, 140, 20),
    obj.renderer.enabled, obj.name);
}
```

However, if it has a `light` component instead, use the `enabled` state of `light`. This is shown in the following code:

```csharp
} else if (obj.light != null) {
    obj.light.enabled =
    GUI.Toggle(new Rect(5, posY, 140, 20),
    obj.light.enabled, obj.name);
}
```
Increase `index` at the end of the loop step, to move the next GUI element further down. This is shown in the following code:

```csharp
index++;
```

This can be further refined, if needed, for example, to distinguish between more object types or when the object has both a Mesh Renderer and a Light component.

Another improvement is recursive toggling, to take child entities into account. This is shown in the following piece of code:

```csharp
void toggleRecursive(Transform element, bool toggle) {
    if (element.renderer != null)
        element.renderer.enabled = toggle;
    foreach (Transform t in element.transform) {
        if (t.renderer != null)
            t.renderer.enabled = toggle;
        toggleRecursive(t, toggle);
    }
}
```

When calling this recursive function, use the `transform` property of the GameObject, because this is where the parent-child hierarchy is kept. We also check if the result of the `Toggle` is different from the current state of the `renderer` for that object, as shown in the following piece of code:

```csharp
if (obj.renderer != null) {
    bool toggle = GUI.Toggle(new Rect(5, posY, 140, 20),
                            obj.renderer.enabled, obj.name);
    if (obj.renderer.enabled != toggle)
        toggleRecursive(obj.transform, toggle);
}
```
The result is seen in the following screenshot, with the script attached to the **Main Camera** (but it could be any other object). Several scene objects are added to the **Object List**. When running the game, the check boxes appear in the display and when clicked you see the Mesh Renderer or Light component being toggled in the Inspector.

A good use case for such a script is when your design is comprised of several alternative parts. You can export all parts into your scene and use this script to display toggles for the individual sections of the building. The recursive method helps to toggle all elements in the underlying hierarchy.

### Switching between cameras

While previous examples always used a single camera, apart from the mini-map, you can dynamically change cameras using scripts. You could modify their **Depth** parameters, so another camera is drawn above the others, but you could also toggle their state. In a more elaborate setup, you could switch between different cameras, for example from first person to third person perspective or to a dedicated **Point-of-View (POV)** camera to display a particular viewpoint. It is also a way to toggle between user-driven navigation and a pre-animated camera. The following steps show how to perform this:

1. Prepare your scene with a few camera objects created and positioned in different places. Ensure that only one camera has an active Audio Listener component, to avoid warnings in the console log.
2. Create a new C# script and name it `switchCamera`. Add a public variable, `cameraList`, to contain a list of available cameras, using an array. An index variable is used to keep track of which camera to enable. This is shown in the following piece of code:

```csharp
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;

public class switchCamera : MonoBehaviour
{
    public GameObject[] cameraList;
    public int index = 0;

    void Update()
    {\n        foreach (GameObject camera in cameraList)
        {
            if (index == 0)
            {
                camera.SetActive(true);
            }
            else
            {
                camera.SetActive(false);
            }
        }
    }
}
```

---
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public class switchCamera : MonoBehaviour {
    public Camera[] cameraList;
    private int index = 0;

    3. Within Start, step through the list of cameras with a foreach command to disable them one by one. Only enable the first one (indicated by index). This is shown in the following piece of code:

    ```csharp
    void Start () {
        foreach (Camera cam in cameraList)
        {
            cam.enabled = false;
        }
        cameraList[index].enabled = true;
    }
    ```

    4. We don't need the Update() method, but there is no harm in leaving it in.

    5. The OnGUI() method displays a button to toggle the next camera and disable the current one. To right-align the button, use Screen.width. This is shown in the following piece of code:

    ```csharp
    void OnGUI(){
        if (GUI.Button(new Rect(
            Screen.width - 105, 5,100, 20), "Next Camera")){
            cameraList[index].enabled = false;
            index = (index + 1) % cameraList.Length;
            cameraList[index].enabled = true;
        }
    }
    ```

    6. To use this script, attach it to an empty GameObject and fold out the Camera List parameter. Set its Size to the number of cameras you want to manage and drag your scene cameras into the slots that become available.

    ![Image of a scene with a button labeled Next Camera and a script attached to an empty GameObject.

    7. When you press play, a button is visible to toggle the active camera.
This script can be improved with *easing*. An additional *private* camera gets smoothly translated and rotated towards the position and rotation of the camera indicated by *index*. In this script (*switchCameraEasing*), all cameras in the list are actually toggled off. This is shown in the following piece of code:

```csharp
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
public class switchCameraEasing : MonoBehaviour {
    public Camera[] cameraList;
    public Camera cameraMaster;
    private float easeSpeed = 0.125f;
    private int index = 0;
    void Start () {
        foreach (Camera cam in cameraList){
            cam.enabled = false;
        }
        cameraMaster.enabled = true;
    }

    The easing occurs in the *Update()* method. Instead of the previous technique, we use the *Lerp* function, which stands for *Linear Interpolation*. This technique is shown in the following piece of code:

    ```csharp
    void Update () {
        cameraMaster.transform.position = Vector3.Lerp
            (cameraMaster.transform.position,cameraList[index].transform.position,easeSpeed);
        cameraMaster.transform.rotation = Quaternion.Lerp
            (cameraMaster.transform.localRotation,cameraList[index].transform.localRotation,easeSpeed);
    }
    ```

    Since we disabled all cameras initially and only move *cameraMaster* around, there is no need to further enable or disable other cameras. This is done in the following piece of code:

    ```csharp
    void OnGUI(){
        if (GUI.Button(new Rect (Screen.width - 105, 5,100, 20)
            , "Next Camera")){
            index = (index + 1) % cameraList.Length;
        }
    }
    ```

} // closing bracket
```
If one of the cameras is the main camera from the Character Controller, you get errors in the console log when disabling it. Instead of toggling it completely off, you could lower the Depth parameter instead and keep it activated.

Switching between materials

An interesting interactive option you can provide to clients is choosing between different material finishes. A good example of such a system can be found in Autodesk Showcase at http://www.autodesk.com/products/showcase/overview, which displays a popup list of material thumbnails in a very realistic real-time view of a design.

We follow a similar approach as the camera switcher, by setting up a list of alternative textures and using the OnGUI() method to display a button to switch between alternative materials. It is important to prepare the list of textures on beforehand. This is shown in the following code:

```csharp
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;

public class switchMaterials : MonoBehaviour {
    public Material[] materialList;
    public GameObject target;
    private int index = 0;

    void OnGUI(){
        if (GUI.Button(new Rect(5,5,100,24), "Next Material")){
            index = (index + 1) % materialList.Length;
            target.renderer.material = materialList[index];
        }
    }
}
```

Similar to the Showcase application, the GUI.Button() method supports textures instead of text. To retrieve the basic texture of a material, use the mainTexture variable, as shown in the following code:

```csharp
void OnGUI(){
    int counter = 0;
    foreach (Material mat in materialList){
        int posY = 5 + 36*counter;
```
if (GUI.Button(new Rect(5, posY, 100, 24), mat.mainTexture)){
    target.renderer.material = mat;
    counter++;
}

An alternative is to use the GUI.DrawTexture() method, which is not a button, but has more control over texture placement and scaling according to aspect ratio. This is done in the following statement:

GUI.DrawTexture(new Rect(5, posY, 100, 24), mat.mainTexture, ScaleMode.ScaleToFit, true, 100.0f/24.0f);

You can place the texture thumbnail alongside or even behind the button. Best results are found when using textures of the same size and aspect ratio, so they also map correctly onto the object. Otherwise you also have to adjust UV-tiling of the affected material.

Further interactions

We finish this chapter with some more useful techniques.

Resetting the player

What if, at one point, the user reaches the edge of the terrain or world you created and falls off? Instead of expecting the user to quit and restart, you should solve the problem elegantly. We place a large, invisible plane underneath our world, as a trigger to reset the player.

1. Add a Plane GameObject and set its Mesh Collider to Is Trigger. Make it large enough to extend to all sides of the scene and move it down underneath all other objects, as in the setup in the next screenshot.
2. Disable its **Mesh Renderer**, to make it invisible.

3. Create a new C# script called `resetPlayer` and add the following code. It takes three private variables: one for the player's position (`pos`), one for its rotation (`rot`), and then the actual reference to the player (`thePlayer`). This is shown in the following code:

```csharp
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
public class resetPlayer : MonoBehaviour {
    private Vector3 pos;
    private Quaternion rot;
    private GameObject thePlayer;

    // Use this for initialization
    void Start () {
        thePlayer = GameObject.FindWithTag("Player");
        pos = thePlayer.transform.position;
        rot = thePlayer.transform.rotation;
    }
```

4. There is no need to set up anything when using this script, as we store the player's position and rotation directly at the start. We use the `GameObject.FindWithTag()` function. Just ensure the script is attached to an object with its `Collider` set as **Is Trigger**. This can be seen in the following code:

```csharp
// Use this for initialization
void Start () {
    thePlayer = GameObject.FindWithTag("Player");
    pos = thePlayer.transform.position;
    rot = thePlayer.transform.rotation;
}
```
Here we check that the trigger only reacts to the Player. When hitting the trigger, we reset its position and rotation to the previously stored values \texttt{pos} and \texttt{rot}.

```csharp
void OnTriggerEnter (Collider other) {
    if (other.gameObject.CompareTag("Player")) {
        thePlayer.transform.position = pos;
        thePlayer.transform.rotation = rot;
    }
}
```

If your player is the 3 PC with a camera that smoothly follows along, you also get an animated camera transition with it.

**Loading another level**

Inside Unity, levels are organized across Scenes. You can use scenes as menus or as full levels. Before we can switch between Scenes, however, it is important to ensure they are added to the Build Settings by navigating to File | Build Settings. Here you can add all scenes you want to be included in your final application and you can also switch between the supported platforms, depending on your license.
The next fragment loads a level using a string, but you could use an integer as well.

```csharp
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
public class loadLevel : MonoBehaviour {
    public string Level;
    void OnTriggerEnter (Collider other) {
        if (other.gameObject.CompareTag("Player")) {
            Application.LoadLevel(Level);
        }
    }
}
```

When you need to reload the current level, pass the name or index of the current level:

```csharp
Application.LoadLevel(Application.loadedLevel);
```

Some additional Asset Store tips

It might feel strange to talk about "Scripting without scripting," but there are a few systems that help you generate scripts without having to actually write code yourself.

- **iTween** ([https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/84](https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/84)) is a free animation system to create smooth transitions between positions and other transformations, giving a pleasing, professional feel to animations.
- A companion system to iTween is the **Visual Editor for iTween**, which replaces writing code with a visual programming interface, available at: [https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/180](https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/180)
- Another visual programming system, which is even more extensive, is **uScript**, available at [https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/1808](https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/1808). It is actually a commercial system that is still in beta at the time of writing, but there is a watermarked free **Personal Learning Edition**. Additional info is at [http://www.detoxstudios.com/products/uscript/](http://www.detoxstudios.com/products/uscript/).
- Finally, **PlayMaker** is another popular and reasonably priced alternative. It is a bit easier to get started and can be combined with other systems, such as iTween; it is available at: [https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/368](https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/368)
Summary

Scripting is a necessary evil when you need to go beyond the included assets installed with Unity. It might be beneficial to look around the Asset Store to add other tools and scripts to your arsenal, but a decent understanding of scripts is a valuable competence to gain in the long run.

Always strive for short, simple, understandable, and reusable scripts. If you need two unrelated behaviors, they might be better off being split into two scripts. To make scripts reusable for different contexts, give them a rather generic name. RotateObject is more versatile than RotateDoor. If variables need to be adjusted, provide them as public variables, so they become parameters of the scripts. Reusable scripts never need to be edited during usage, but mainly tweaked by their parameters.

Add easing and **tweening** to improve smoothness and to obtain a visual, modern animation style. If you are pressed in time, you might cut some corners here, but they do provide an overall professional feel to your project, which is really beneficial. If you often need to write scripts that interpolate between values, a system such as iTween can be a good alternative, but many cases work well using the Lerp methods.

And finally, start with a few basic scripts that you write and know yourself. Do not rush into turnkey systems that take over the whole project. You'd be surprised at how little scripting is really needed for basic, interactive scenes.
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